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The goals of this report are as follows:

- To provide public and private sector stakeholders in managed mental health care with reliable information derived from the literature regarding the organization, design, delivery, and financing of managed mental health benefits; and
- To guide stakeholders on the best ways to apply managed care techniques.

Based on recommendations by a panel of experts on managed mental health care that guided selection of 11 targeted research questions, the authors conducted a focused review of the literature related to managed mental health care for the period 1990–2005. The review included articles appearing in peer-reviewed journals, as well as reports and studies available on Web sites maintained by relevant government and professional organizations.

The following lists the findings of the targeted research questions. These 11 questions are organized into four general domains: rationales, service delivery, quality of care, and financing.

Eleven Targeted Questions and Findings

**Rationales for Use of Managed Mental Health Care**

1. **Question:** Does the use of managed care techniques in mental health care save money? For whom? How are these savings best measured?
   
   **Answer:** Yes. Many analyses of large databases of mental health insurance claims have shown that managed mental health care saves money, as measured in reductions in absolute costs for employer and state agency purchasers. Although there appears to be no consensus in the literature on the best way to measure savings, they have most often been documented in the form of reduced expenditures for persons with mild to moderate mental conditions such as dysthymia or unipolar depression by maximizing the use of outpatient and psychopharmaceutical treatments.

2. **Question:** Does managed mental health care improve access to services? If so, for whom, with which diagnoses, and for what services?

   **Answer:** Yes. Although much of the literature is anecdotal and large quantitative studies are lacking, it appears that managed mental health care improves access to care overall, primarily for persons whose mental health conditions are typically treated in ambulatory outpatient settings (e.g., mild to moderate depression or anxiety). However, a few small studies have found that utilization management techniques and reimbursement arrangements may restrict access to higher intensity services, particularly inpatient services needed by persons with severe and persistent mental illnesses.
3. **Question:** Are there particular groups or subgroups of patients with particular diagnoses who are harmed by being treated in managed mental health care systems? If so, for what reasons and in what ways?

**Answer:** Inconclusive. Only a few quantitative studies in the literature report findings identifying which patients in which managed care settings have experienced actual harm as a result of benefit design limits or utilization techniques. Numerous sources discuss how managed mental health plans may have the potential to harm persons with severe mental illnesses; however, documentation of actual harm is lacking in the literature.

**Service Delivery**

4. **Question:** Should managed mental health care services be carved in or carved out? What are the pros and cons of doing so in private and public sector payor settings?

**Answer:** Numerous sources in the literature indicate that carve-outs are preferred by purchasers, with certain safeguards regarding care coordination. Managed mental health carve-outs are preferable to carve-ins for persons with milder mental health conditions, when care coordination requirements between physical and mental health are less crucial, than for adults with severe and persistent mental illnesses (SPMIs) or children with serious emotional disturbances (SEDs). Adults with SPMI may fare less well in managed mental health carve-outs than persons with milder mental health conditions, largely due to a lack of continuity of care and potential inability to obtain more intensive services such as inpatient or residential treatment. The main advantages of carving out include better accountability of mental health expenditures, expanded treatment services, and ability to control claims costs. The main disadvantages include higher administrative costs, potential for fragmentation of physical and mental health services, and potential consumer confusion regarding how to access services.

5. **Question:** What is the best way to coordinate primary care and mental health care services in managed care settings? What characterizes success?

**Answer:** Unclear. Several sources in the literature recommend that purchasers should contractually require coordination of primary care and mental health care services, with financial or other incentives tied to performance measurement. Success is demonstrated in the form of ease of referrals between primary care and mental health care sectors, better management of illnesses and conditions, and improved provider and patient satisfaction. No studies to date, however, have quantitatively demonstrated that such contractual requirements result in improved care coordination as compared to not requiring them.

6. **Question:** What is the best way to coordinate mental health and substance abuse care in managed care settings for persons with co-occurring disorders? What characterizes success?

**Answer:** Unclear. A few sources in the literature have recommended that purchasers of managed care arrangements contractually require coordination of mental health and substance abuse services. These sources also recommend that contracts include financial or other incentives tied to performance measurement. Quantitative measures of the success or effects of these recommended contractual requirements have not been published.

7. **Question:** What are the most effective and efficient ways of financing and delivering...
preventive mental health services in managed mental health care systems?

**Answer:** Results of surveys, interviews, and consensus groups provide recommendations that purchasers should (1) conduct assessments of enrollee health needs to find out which conditions are most prevalent and could benefit from preventive interventions; (2) develop high-quality contractual terms for delivery of and payment for preventive mental health services; (3) communicate availability of these services to enrollees; and (4) implement ongoing monitoring systems to measure availability, utilization, and payment for preventive mental health services.

**Quality of Care**

8. **Question:** What is the best way to incorporate evidence-based standards in the purchase and delivery of managed mental health care services?

**Answer:** Unclear. The literature regarding incorporation of evidence-based standards has only recently begun to emerge, as research continues to evolve on how to define the evidence base for mental health care services. A few sources have recommended increased centralized dissemination of evidence-based standards, and revision of medical necessity definitions and utilization management to reflect them. Studies documenting the effects of implementing evidence-based standards for mental health care services are lacking.

9. **Question:** What is the best way to incorporate consumer-directed care principles in managed mental health, including special considerations for persons with mental health illnesses?

**Answer:** Unclear. The literature primarily reflects recommendations based on efforts in the public sector to incorporate consumer-directed care principles in managed mental health care. Public sector mental health systems, such as Medicaid managed care for mental health services, have largely achieved this by involving consumers throughout the planning, design, and implementation of mental health care systems. The literature regarding private sector efforts to incorporate consumer-directed principles in managed mental health care services is sparse and focuses primarily on the use of consumer satisfaction surveys, and grievances and appeals systems.

**Financing**

10. **Question:** Should financial risk sharing be used in managed mental health care? If so, what is the best way to effectively manage financial risk in managed mental health care, and under what circumstances and in which settings are various techniques most appropriate and efficient?

**Answer:** Unclear. The literature on public sector systems, though limited to individual case studies, indicates that risk sharing with providers in the form of case-mix adjusted case rates or “soft” capitation should be used to encourage appropriate, safe, and clinically effective use of managed mental health services. The quantitative literature for the private sector on this topic is extremely limited.

11. **Question:** Should funding streams from multiple public and private sector payors of managed mental health care services be combined? If so, is blending or braiding a better way to combine these funding streams, and what are the requirements for their long-term success?
depression or anxiety, who can be successfully treated on an outpatient basis, both with and without use of psychopharmaceuticals. The few studies identified that involved children with SEDs and adults with SPMIs and the effects of managed mental health on racial and ethnic minorities indicate that they have experienced problems accessing mental health treatments, particularly in inpatient and residential settings.

A variety of studies have documented that the carve-out model is presently the predominant form of mental health services organization in managed care settings. These studies have also noted the importance of implementing and monitoring care coordination standards to ensure comprehensive care, particularly for persons with severe mental illnesses. Many evaluations of carve-out designs for children with SEDs have also documented the desirability of braiding, rather than blending, funding streams from multiple agencies as a way of improving resource allocation, streamlining costs, and ensuring accountability for expenditures.

There is general agreement in the literature of the importance and clinical desirability of coordinating primary care and mental health services and coordinating mental health and substance abuse services. However, very little has been published that quantitatively documents effective ways to do so, specifically in managed mental health care settings. In addition, an increasing number of studies regarding the use of evidence-based standards and the provision of preventive mental health services have documented their financial and clinical desirability.

The literature presents mixed results on the effects of various risk-sharing arrangements for both providers and consumers of managed mental health care. While some

**Conclusions**

Many studies published over the last 15 years have demonstrated how the use of managed care techniques for mental health service delivery improves access to services and saves money for private and public sector purchasers. Improved access and cost savings are typically associated with providing treatment to persons with mild to moderate mental health conditions, such as depression or anxiety, who can be successfully treated on an outpatient basis, both with and without use of psychopharmaceuticals. The few studies identified that involved children with SEDs and adults with SPMIs and the effects of managed mental health on racial and ethnic minorities indicate that they have experienced problems accessing mental health treatments, particularly in inpatient and residential settings.

A variety of studies have documented that the carve-out model is presently the predominant form of mental health services organization in managed care settings. These studies have also noted the importance of implementing and monitoring care coordination standards to ensure comprehensive care, particularly for persons with severe mental illnesses. Many evaluations of carve-out designs for children with SEDs have also documented the desirability of braiding, rather than blending, funding streams from multiple agencies as a way of improving resource allocation, streamlining costs, and ensuring accountability for expenditures.

There is general agreement in the literature of the importance and clinical desirability of coordinating primary care and mental health services and coordinating mental health and substance abuse services. However, very little has been published that quantitatively documents effective ways to do so, specifically in managed mental health care settings. In addition, an increasing number of studies regarding the use of evidence-based standards and the provision of preventive mental health services have documented their financial and clinical desirability.

The literature presents mixed results on the effects of various risk-sharing arrangements for both providers and consumers of managed mental health care. While some
authors recommend the use of soft capitation or risk-adjusted case rates using withholds, others caution that risk sharing may provide financial incentives to inappropriately restrict access to high-cost intensive services needed by persons with SPMIs.

The literature regarding pooling of funding streams across multiple systems serving the mental health, physical health, social, and educational needs of children and their families indicates that such pooling is a desirable way to improve flexibility of both funding and service delivery. The choice of whether to blend or braid these funds at the system level is influenced by many factors, including willingness to collaborate, and ability to track accountability for appropriate expenditures of funds and tie them to achievement of desirable outcomes. It should be noted that almost all of these reports are based on qualitative analyses of interviews and site visits with key stakeholder experts.

Finally, this focused review of the literature regarding managed mental health care indicates that several topic areas would benefit from additional research. In particular, rigorous quantitative studies in various areas utilizing longitudinal designs involving diverse patient demographics, mental health conditions, and treatment settings would provide vitally needed information for consumers, purchasers, providers, and policymakers. The use of formal program evaluation methods is needed to supplement qualitative evaluations based on key stakeholder expert opinion and would serve to further inform programmatic issues, such as pooling of funding streams, intended to enhance financing and service delivery flexibility.
Introduction

The need for a focused review of the literature on mental health insurance and mental health treatment was established as a result of the rapid evolution of the science of mental health services and the managed care market changes in how those services are financed, organized, and delivered. The goals of this report are to provide public and private sector stakeholders in managed mental health care with the best research available in the literature regarding the organization, design, delivery, and financing of managed mental health benefits that are simultaneously cost effective and “health effective,” and to guide stakeholders in the best ways to apply managed care techniques.

The ways mental health care services are organized, financed, and delivered in both the private and public sectors have been dramatically transformed over the last 15 years. Managed care has had profound effects on the use and amount of both preventive and therapeutic mental health services delivered to consumers, the selection of professionals, and the settings in which they are provided. Managed care techniques include the definition and interpretation of medical necessity, utilization management, and prospective payment methods. Continuing cost pressures on both private employers and public sector health insurance purchasers (e.g., Medicaid, State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), Medicare, Department of Veterans Affairs, State child welfare agencies, State departments of corrections, State mental health agencies) have increased the need for clinical evidence that these services are cost effective and are achieving clinically desired outcomes in a timely manner.

The aims of managed care include ensuring accountability for health care resources and reducing costs by implementing utilization controls and payment mechanisms intended to reduce inappropriate, ineffective, or unnecessary care. These cost reductions are also designed to be achieved by promoting the use of safely delivered, lower intensity services that achieve desirable health outcomes. Managed care has affected the scope and nature of the delivery of services, as seen by increased use of outpatient treatments provided over shorter duration with an emphasis on focused cognitive and behavioral therapies. Expensive inpatient and residential mental health treatments today are typically reserved for only the most severely ill patients who cannot otherwise be safely treated in outpatient settings.

While the comprehensive managed care market generally has evolved into looser network models over the last 15 years (e.g., increased use of preferred provider networks),...
organizations and point-of-service arrangements), largely driven by consumer and purchaser demand, the managed behavioral health market has retained many stricter access and utilization controls. These include requirements for prior authorization of services, predefined levels of care placements and discharge criteria, and annual and lifetime limits on mental health services and expenditures. For example, advances in the science of psychopharmacology have provided consumers with many new drugs that have fewer side effects than older drugs. These new drugs, however, are usually very expensive when they enter the market, and both comprehensive managed care organizations (MCOs) and specialty managed behavioral health organizations (MBHOs) often tightly control access to them. Many States and the Federal Government have passed mental health parity legislation intended to “level the playing field” between physical and mental health care coverage. In reality, however, the marketplace has continued to exert more stringent demands on the mental health care sector—more so than the overall medical care sector—to contain costs in the face of health care cost inflation.
II. Organization of Report

The report is organized as follows:

- Section III of this report describes the research methods used in the analysis.
- Section IV summarizes the rationales for use of managed mental health.
- Section V describes issues related to service delivery, including the use of carve-in and carve-out models, care coordination, and the financing and delivery of preventive mental health services.
- Section VI describes quality of care of managed mental health services.
- Section VII presents findings related to financing of managed mental health care.
- Section VIII presents conclusions regarding the nature of the literature on managed mental health care from 1990 to 2005.
- Section IX describes gaps in the literature that merit further research.

The Appendix contains a list of experts interviewed, a glossary of terms, literature references, and notes.
A. Issues and Domains

To provide a logical and orderly approach to both the retrieval of literature citations and the analysis, the following four domains were used to organize the literature review:

1. Rationales for Use of Managed Mental Health Care
2. Service Delivery
3. Quality of Care
4. Financing

The research was guided by semistructured telephone interviews during the period July–September 2004 with 12 experts in managed mental health care issues from a variety of backgrounds. (See the Appendix for a full list of the experts interviewed.) The goal of the interviews was to learn from these experts what pressing issues and questions in managed mental health care to include in a focused review of the literature. The 11 issues most frequently cited by the experts were—

1. Demonstration of cost effectiveness and cost savings of managed mental health care;
2. Effects of managed mental health care on access to services;
3. Identification of groups and subgroups of particular patients who may be harmed by managed mental health care;
4. Carve-in and carve-out models for managed mental health care;
5. Care coordination strategies between mental health and primary care services;
6. Care coordination strategies between mental health and substance abuse services;
7. Financing and delivery of preventive mental health services;
8. Use and coverage of evidence-based standards in mental health therapies;
9. Role of consumer-directed care in managed mental health care;
10. Use of capitation, rate-setting, and other risk-management techniques for managed mental health care; and
11. Blending and braiding of funding streams for delivery of mental health services, particularly for children and adolescents.

B. Research Questions

To reflect the 11 issue areas cited by the experts interviewed, a set of 11 targeted questions was developed, which were then organized within the four domains of the conceptual framework.

C. Literature Retrieval Strategies

Targeted keyword searches were conducted on a variety of electronic databases and other online resources. All searches contained the term “managed mental health care” combined with keywords related to each of the questions in table 1. (See table 2 for a list of keywords.) The time period covered was 1990–mid-2005. Electronic databases searched included MedLine, PsycINFO, HealthSTAR, and the Cochrane Library for evidence-based practices. In addition,
searches were conducted on both Google and Google Scholar to obtain access to references available in the “gray” literature (i.e., reports and news sources not catalogued in electronic peer-reviewed literature databases but available online). A review of sources cited in the literature footnotes (“snowball referencing”) was also included as a way to add resources. Finally, Web sites of government and professional organizations were accessed directly, and searches were conducted to find content related to the research issues.
All references were abstracted and electronically entered into 11 customized EndNote® (version 8.0.2) databases that were tailored to reflect each of the research questions. EndNote® is a reference manager software package that permits retrieval and organization of a variety of literature sources by author, year, publication, and keyword categories.1 Across the 11 databases, 529 literature sources—including articles in the peer-reviewed literature and reports from researchers, government agencies, and advocacy and other organizations—were identified as being potentially relevant to address the research questions at hand. Of these, 209 references are cited in this report and are listed by author in the “References” section in the Appendix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the use of managed care techniques in mental health care save money? For whom? How are these savings best measured?</td>
<td>costs, cost effectiveness, cost savings, cost analysis, expenditures, cost containment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does managed mental health care improve access to services? If so, for whom, with which diagnoses, and for what services?</td>
<td>access to care, outcomes, health care utilization, diagnosis, utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there particular groups or subgroups of patients with particular diagnoses who are harmed by being treated in managed mental health care systems? If so, for what reasons and in what ways?</td>
<td>harm, access, outcomes, adverse effects, diagnosis, organization, treatment setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should managed mental health care services be carved in or carved out? What are the pros and cons of doing so in private versus public sector payor settings?</td>
<td>organization, carve-in, carve-out, private sector, public sector, Medicaid, employer-sponsored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the best way to coordinate primary care and mental health care services in managed care settings? What characterizes success?</td>
<td>care coordination, primary care, quality of care, treatment outcomes, case management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the best way to coordinate mental health and substance abuse care in managed care settings for persons with co-occurring disorders? What characterizes success?</td>
<td>care coordination, substance abuse, co-occurring, quality of care, treatment outcomes, case management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the most effective and efficient ways of financing and delivering preventive mental health services in managed mental health care systems?</td>
<td>prevention, preventive services, financing, organization, outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the best way to purchase and deliver of managed mental health care services?</td>
<td>evidence-based standards, clinical guidelines, treatment protocols, quality, outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the best way to incorporate consumer-directed care principles in managed mental health, including special considerations for persons with mental health illnesses?</td>
<td>consumer, consumer-driven, consumer-directed, client satisfaction, family, quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should financial risk sharing be used in managed mental health care? If so, what is the best way to effectively manage financial risk in managed mental health care, and under what circumstances and in which settings are various techniques most appropriate and efficient?</td>
<td>financing, risk sharing, risk arrangements, risk management, providers, capitation, reimbursement, fee-for-service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Should funding streams from multiple public and private sector payors of managed mental health care services be blended or braided? If so, what is the best way to blend or braid these funding streams, and what are the requirements for their long-term success? | financing, funding, blending, braiding, children, performance measurement, family, outcomes, system of care
The level of rigor of study determined inclusion in the literature review. We included studies that reported statistics regarding study design (e.g., case control, random clinical trial, prospective or retrospective cohort, meta-analyses, insurance claims analyses), and that also reported analyses of statistical power, significance, and reliability. We included editorials, opinion pieces, and policy analyses only if they were based on and reported study results. In the case of literature related to use of treatment guidelines, evidence-based medicine, care coordination, and financing, we included citations if information was presented indicating that they had been developed and tested in the field to determine effects on outcomes related to access, quality, treatment, patient and provider satisfaction, and costs. Literature citations were catalogued in more than one EndNote® database, first by category of main topic and then by subtopics.
Rationales for Use of Managed Mental Health Care

The literature searches for this domain were designed to address three pivotal questions about the use of managed care techniques for mental health services. First, does the use of managed care techniques in mental health care save money? If so, for whom, and how are these savings best measured? Second, does managed mental health care improve access to services? If so, for whom, with which diagnoses, and for what services? And third, are there particular groups or subgroups of patients with particular diagnoses who are harmed by being treated in managed mental health care systems? If so, for what reasons and in what ways?

A. Potential for Cost Savings and Cost Effectiveness

**Question:** Does the use of managed care techniques in mental health care save money? For whom? How are these savings best measured?

**Answer:** Yes. Many analyses of large databases of mental health insurance claims have shown that managed mental health care saves money, as measured in reductions in absolute costs for employer and State agency purchasers. Although there appears to be no consensus in the literature on the best way to measure savings, they have most often been documented in the form of reduced expenditures for persons with mild to moderate mental conditions, such as dysthymia or unipolar depression, by maximizing the use of outpatient and psychopharmaceutical treatments.

1. Achieving Savings by Controlling Costs Using Managed Care Techniques

Managed care cost-containment techniques seek to control both the demand and the supply sides of mental health care services delivery. Benefit design features include—

- Limits on the number of inpatient hospital days and number of outpatient visits;
- Coinsurance requirements such as deductibles and copayments; and
- Annual and lifetime dollar and day limits on services.

Managed care cost-containment techniques encompass utilization management functions such as—

- Requirements that prior authorization be obtained for services;
- Requirements that services meet defined medical necessity criteria;
lead to declines in medical costs once these patients are in care. These declines in medical costs have been documented for elderly medical inpatients, some patients as they develop major medical illnesses, primary care outpatients with multiple unexplained physical illnesses, and adults with alcoholism. The potential for achieving medical cost offsets via provision of mental health services typically is limited, however, to persons with milder forms of mental health conditions. The likelihood of maximizing the medical cost offset occurs in plans that integrate both physical and mental health treatment (a carve-in) (Olfson, Sing, & Schlesinger, 1999).

Von Korff et al. (1998) described two small randomized controlled trials conducted to estimate the treatment costs and cost effectiveness of an enhanced intervention for patients with depressive illness receiving care in primary care settings. Although the small size of the studies’ samples limits the generalizability of their findings, total treatment costs in both controlled trials increased due to the increased number of visits needed to conduct the interventions. However, the cost per patient successfully treated was lower in the intervention groups than in the control groups. A modest increase in cost effectiveness was found among patients with major depression; however, for patients with minor depression, the intervention was more costly and not more cost effective than usual care. Researchers in this area caution that analyses of cost-effectiveness studies have been complicated by a variety of issues, including difficulties measuring unit and total costs, differences in intended effects, and the differences in study designs (Wolff, Helminiak, & Tebes, 1997).

In the view of one mental health policy expert, a narrow focus on measures of man-
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Aged mental health care’s absolute costs (i.e., costs measured in dollars rather than as a percentage reduction or in relation to the benefits of care) has diverted attention away from more important arguments regarding the cost effectiveness of mental health treatment. In his words,

For a health plan or an employer, the value of care or its cost effectiveness should be as important as absolute costs. There is little point in spending money on something that is cheap if it provides no benefits. … Cost-effectiveness arguments may not have the same immediate policy appeal as promises to save money—but broken promises do not further the cause of behavioral health care in the long run. (Sturm, 2001, p. 740)

Tracking expenditures is a particular challenge to measuring cost savings and cost effectiveness when encounter data, rather than full claims data, are collected. This is especially the case for managed mental health systems that use fixed monthly capitation amounts to pay MBHOs and providers. A 6-year evaluation of five State Medicaid managed care programs found that the five States faced limitations in accurately measuring expenditures by service use and by type of mental health consumer. These limitations were attributed in part to the difficulties States experienced in developing and implementing management information systems to track expenditures. Encounter data systems often limit the number of diagnosis or treatment codes present on the record and typically do not include financial cost data (since the MBHOs or providers are not paid on a per-service basis) (Wooldridge & Hoag, 2001).

A marked divergence of findings appears to exist among study results observed in the literature regarding the cost effectiveness of managed mental health care. Additional studies are needed that document cost effectiveness across different mental health delivery systems and for persons with a wider variety of mental health conditions and treatment needs.

Summary of the Literature: While many studies have demonstrated that the use of managed mental health care results in reductions in costs for purchasers, several authors note that total cost savings are only one component of a more important measure of managed mental health care: cost effectiveness. A truer picture of the value of managed mental health care includes not only how much it reduces health care costs, but also whether it leads to better outcomes. These desirable outcomes traditionally have included expanded access to care, increased quality of care, increased consumer and provider satisfaction, and ultimately, improvements in mental health status and functioning. Analyses of cost-effectiveness studies, however, have been complicated by a variety of issues, including difficulties measuring unit and total costs, differences in intended effects, and differences in study designs.

B. Access to Services

Question: Does managed mental health care improve access to services? If so, for whom, with which diagnoses, and for what services?

Answer: Yes. Although much of the literature is anecdotal and large quantitative studies are lacking, it appears that managed mental health care improves access to care overall, primarily for persons whose mental health conditions are typically treated in ambulatory outpatient settings (e.g., mild to moderate depression or anxiety). However, a few small studies have found that utilization management techniques and reimbursement arrangements may restrict access to higher intensity
services, particularly inpatient services needed by persons with severe and persistent mental illnesses.

1. **How Managed Care Affects Access to Mental Health Care Services**

Managed care affects patients’ access to mental health services in a variety of ways that can be grouped into two broad categories: structural and procedural.

Structural elements include—

- How a mental health benefit is designed (e.g., what services are covered at which levels of care);
- Pricing design (e.g., premium levels, risk sharing, annual and lifetime limits on both numbers of visits and total plan outlays, and requirements for patient cost sharing via deductibles and copayments);
- Managed care requirements regarding provider network composition (e.g., provider credentialing requirements for participation, numbers of specialty providers in the network such as child psychiatrists and clinical social workers); and
- Use of a “closed panel” of network providers (i.e., beneficiaries can see only the providers contracted by the plan) or an “open panel” (i.e., beneficiaries are provided incentives to see contracted providers but are also allowed to see out-of-network providers).³

These structural elements, then, set the limits on the sharing of health care costs, which services are reimbursable, and which providers are entitled to reimbursement by virtue of participating in a managed care plan’s network. Thus, how broadly or narrowly the mental health benefit is defined has enormous effects on patients’ ability to access care (Forums Institute for Public Policy [FIPP], 1997; Horgan et al., 2003).

Another access issue related to coverage of services is that of the association between patient cost sharing and choice of providers. One of the driving forces of the managed care “backlash” that began in the mid-1990s was consumer dissatisfaction with restrictions placed on their choices of providers within tightly controlled provider networks. As managed care companies began to loosen these restrictions while simultaneously increasing insurance premiums, employer purchasers began to raise the levels of employee cost sharing (deductibles, copayments, and coinsurance) (Gabel, 2003). People living with chronic mental health conditions who require ongoing medical care and access to specialty inpatient and outpatient mental health providers pay higher out-of-pocket costs as a result of their higher utilization of specialty services, compared to people without such conditions (Tu, 2004).

Procedural elements that affect access to care include—

- How managed care companies define, interpret, and review the need for mental health services defined in the benefit plan;
- Use and application of various medical necessity definitions (Rosenbaum, Kamoie, Mauery, & Walitt, 2003); and
- Retrospective, concurrent, and prospective utilization reviews, and requirements for prior authorization for certain services.

How strictly these techniques are used relates to how tightly managed a plan is. Closed panel health maintenance organizations (HMOs) are more likely, for example, to require prior authorization for outpatient counseling as compared to few such requirements among more loosely structured preferred provider organizations and point-of-service plans (which are more common
A 1997 survey of State Medicaid directors in seven States on the topic of Medicaid managed care conducted by the DHHS Office of Inspector General (OIG) found that access to care was improved as a result of State Medicaid agencies’ decisions to enroll Medicaid eligibles in carve-out managed mental health plans (OIG, 2000). This was achieved by providing a “home” for these persons, who previously encountered difficulties in finding fee-for-service Medicaid mental health services. Lack of access to mental health providers willing to accept prevailing Medicaid rates was cited as a major obstacle in the fee-for-service system. The survey also found that cost increases resulting from increased enrollment are not within plan control; however, once enrolled, access controls aimed at cost containment of mental health expenditures (e.g., capitated reimbursements for providers) may hamper enrollees’ ability to obtain needed services.

Given these structural and procedural elements to control access—benefit design and utilization management—there are fundamentally two ways a managed mental health plan can expand access to services: (1) increase the numbers and types of services covered, and (2) relax requirements for prior authorization of services and utilization management both in and out of network. The focus in this report is on how utilization management controls in managed mental health contracts may affect access to care.

2. Efforts to Measure Access to Managed Mental Health Services

Much of the literature regarding managed care’s effects on access to mental health care is anecdotal (Koike, Klap, & Unützer, 2000; Sturm & Sherbourne, 2000). Only a few quantitative studies have been conducted to measure the effects of utilization management techniques on access to services. Concern has been raised that measures such as level-of-care criteria for admission and level-of-care criteria for continued stay adversely affect persons with severe and/or chronic mental illnesses such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorders. “Level-of-care criteria for admission” refers to plan authorization for payment of services depending on whether plan-defined clinical guidelines are met for initial provision of services in outpatient or inpatient settings. “Level-of-care criteria for continued stay” refers to whether additional inpatient days beyond those contractually authorized are based on plan-defined clinical guidelines. Such requirements are among the primary ways managed care plans control access to expensive treatment such as inpatient care and psychopharmaceuticals (Dana, Conner, & Allen, 1996; McClellan, 1998).

A qualitative study of Medicaid managed care, published as part of a series of reports related to an evaluation of four State Medicaid reform demonstrations for 1994–99, described several factors that affected access to mental health treatment services among children with SED and adults with serious mental illness (SMI) (Vogel, 2001). The study was based on site visits and interviews with stakeholders in Hawaii, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, and Tennessee. The author found that neither carve-in nor carve-out designs had measurable effects (either positive or negative) on access to mental health treatment among Medicaid beneficiaries enrolled in a managed mental health program. The author identified several factors (although not quantified) that impeded Medicaid enrollees’ access to mental health services. These factors included restrictive
eligibility criteria (e.g., how narrowly States defined clinical criteria for SMI or SED), lengthy application forms, provider network adequacy, and provider credentialing requirements that restricted the availability of specialty mental health providers such as child psychiatrists. The author also found that access to care and care coordination were problematic for children with SED and for persons with co-occurring mental health/substance abuse (MH/SA) disorders. However, the study stated that it appeared that some of these problems were “carried over” from the fee-for-service Medicaid program and were not specific to the managed care demonstration program.

Access to care has been measured in terms of unmet need, typically described as no care received, less care received than needed, or delays in receiving care. In addition, comparisons of studies measuring access to care can be problematic without an understanding of whether study authors measured the unmet needs as reported by patients, providers, or by quantitative analyses of medical and insurance databases.

Two quantitative studies found mixed results in measuring unmet need that may arise depending on the stringency of plan management and rates of utilization review denials. In the first study, Sturm and Sherbourne (2000) analyzed data from the 1998 Healthcare for Communities (HCC) survey and defined access-to-care terms of unmet need, described in the study as “no care” or “less care or delayed care.” (These terms were derived from self-reported answers to the HCC survey, and the authors did not distinguish between a patient’s self-perceived need for care and care prescribed by a clinician that was either unavailable or difficult to access.) This study found higher rates of “no care” in unmanaged fee-for-service plans and higher rates of “less care or delayed care” in highly managed care plans. The authors speculated that one way to interpret these results would be that managed care expands access to mental health services through increased access to previously unavailable providers (compared to fee-for-service). Once enrolled in the managed care plan, however, utilization controls may lead to receipt of fewer services or delays in receiving services within the managed care plan’s contracted provider network.

In the second quantitative study, Koike et al. (2000) compared the rate of claims denials among loosely managed private sector mental health plans, such as open-panel preferred provider and point-of-service arrangements, with the rate of claims denials among closed-panel managed care plans. The authors found that access to care was unaffected, regardless of plan type: utilization management reviews rarely resulted in a denial of claims. This was especially true for requests for additional outpatient visits. Given the time and opportunity costs incurred by both providers and health plan employees for the submission and review of the claims, the authors noted that the costs of the review processes exceeded the potential cost savings of utilization management.

The findings from the preceding study were likely influenced by the predominance of less-managed point-of-service plans in the study group and the fact that the plans served healthier private sector employees. A later study of the effect of type of risk arrangement on access involved analysis of survey responses of 9,449 Medicaid managed care enrollees with Supplemental Security Income (SSI) disability determinations enrolled in plans that assumed financial risk, compared to those that did not assume financial risk in Tampa and Jacksonville, Florida. The study
found that access to mental health services (measured as utilization rates) was lower for the persons in the plans that assumed financial risk compared to the persons in plans that did not (Boothroyd, Shern, & Bell, 2002). Medicaid enrollees with SSI disability determinations, as a result of the complexity of their conditions, may have higher mental health service needs than a general Medicaid population.

Various studies of Tennessee's Medicaid managed care program (TennCare) and its capitated behavioral health carve-out (TennCare Partners) have found mixed results regarding the effects of managed mental health care on access to care. Two studies published in 2001 as part of the previously mentioned 1994–99 evaluation of State Medicaid managed care programs focused on the experiences of TennCare enrollees who had SSI disability determinations. TennCare Partners was designed to serve the needs of Tennessee Medicaid SSI recipients who were considered disabled by virtue of meeting the criteria for SPMI for adults and SED for children. Both studies were based on the results of the 1998 TennCare Disability Survey, which conducted interviews with these enrollees and/or their family members. The survey was designed to assess their perceptions of access and quality of care. In the first study (Hill et al., 2001), the authors found that two-thirds of adults with SPMI reported having regular access to care. Half of children with SED appeared to have access problems, having no regular source of mental health care, fewer mental health visits, and fewer psychiatric inpatient hospital stays.

The second TennCare study published in 2001, also based on the 1998 TennCare Disability Survey, included case studies of a subsample of these interviewees (Draper, CyBulski, & Ciennecki, 2001). The authors stated that TennCare “performed better” in meeting the needs of adults with SPMI and children with SED, compared to SSI adults without SPMI and children without SED. The authors noted that this was likely due to the fact that TennCare Partners manages the care specifically for the SPMI and SED populations; other SSI disabled enrollees with mental health treatment needs are served by TennCare’s general Medicaid managed care program.

Two quantitative studies of TennCare published in 2003 examined mental health access issues for children and adults. In the first study, Saunders and Hefflinger (2003) analyzed claims, encounter, and enrollment data for the period 1995–2000. They found that while TennCare increased the number of youths ages 4–17 receiving behavioral health services by 50 percent, this expansion was accomplished in part by reducing the number of treatment services for children and substituting more supportive services such as case management and medication monitoring.

The second study related to access evaluated the effects on continuity of antipsychotic therapy for adults with schizophrenia by using enrollment and encounter data to compare two large cohorts of patients before and after the 1996 transition to TennCare Partners (Ray, Daugherty, & Meador, 2003). The authors found that, compared to the pretransition cohort, the posttransition cohort was more likely to experience a loss of continuity of care, as evidenced by shorter duration of antipsychotic therapy and more frequent interruptions in adherence to therapy (especially among the most severely ill). The authors attributed this in part to the fact that TennCare Partners bears full financial risk for its enrollees with no case-mix adjustment for severity of illness, thus providing a
“powerful incentive” to reduce costs by curtailing services (e.g., the types of supportive services such as regular reminders designed to enhance patients’ ability to adhere to their treatment regimens).

How much a managed care plan pays in the form of per-member-per-month (PMPM) outlays for outpatient mental health treatment affects access to outpatient care. Studies have found that if the PMPM rate is below a range of $4.00 to $6.00, health plan enrollees may experience difficulties accessing needed outpatient mental health treatment (Cuffel & Regier, 2001; Weissman, Pettigrew, Sotsky, & Regier, 2000).

The extent to which persons with mental health conditions in managed care plans are able to maintain continuity of care with their primary and specialty care providers is another important aspect of access to care. The development of a “therapeutic alliance” (the collaborative relationship a particular provider is able to form with a particular patient) is particularly important, especially since the needed levels of trust can take significant time to develop. Since 50 percent or more of patients with depression are treated in primary care settings (Docherty, 1997), ongoing access to care with their primary care providers (PCPs) takes on special importance. In a 2-year study that analyzed the experiences of 1,204 managed care patients with current depression treated in primary care settings, it was found that stronger cost containment techniques did not lead to shorter durations of care (Meredith, Sturm, Camp, & Wells, 2001). Greater patient satisfaction with the provider has been shown to be strong enough to overcome any restrictions in provider choice and prior authorization requirements that could affect access to care.

3. Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Access to Mental Health Services

Our review found only a few studies that specifically measured racial/ethnic disparities in access within managed mental health care plans. Two studies were related to Medicaid and one to Medicare+Choice. No quantitative studies that measured racial/ethnic disparities in access within managed mental health care plans in the private sector, employer-sponsored market were identified.

Evidence from Medicaid managed care studies indicates that the primary difference in managed mental health care for adults from racial and ethnic minority backgrounds is that they are more likely to be admitted to public sector psychiatric hospitals (Crawford, Fisher, & McDermeit, 1998). Ethnic minority children involved in child welfare systems, particularly African Americans and Hispanics, have historically had higher mental health service needs than non-Hispanic white children in similar circumstances. They are also more likely to be treated in group residential treatment centers rather than more individualized community-based settings such as therapeutic foster care (Snowden, Cuellar, & Libby, 2003).

An extensive analysis of 1999 Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS®) data to evaluate the experience of racial and ethnic minorities’ access to mental health care services in Medicare+Choice plans found significant access problems for racial and ethnic minority Medicare beneficiaries. Minorities received substantially less follow-up after hospitalization for mental illness, lower rates of antidepressant medication management for newly diagnosed episodes of depression, slightly lower rates of optimal practitioner contacts, and significantly lower rates of effective continuation-phase treat-
The “managed care backlash” began in the United States in the mid-1990s amidst consumer concerns that aggressive cost containment efforts could result in managed care plan denials of care, particularly for expensive inpatient treatment in hospitals. These concerns, quite often shared by providers, led to a period of intense regulation of health plans (e.g., development of health care consumer bills of rights, State and Federal mandates for mental health parity, and requirements for more accessible and accountable patient grievance and appeals systems in managed care).

Summary of the Literature: A consensus exists in the literature (primarily anecdotal) that managed mental health care generally improves access to care overall, to the extent that it affords enrollees access to a regular source of care and access to outpatient services that previously were difficult to achieve in a fee-for-service market. A few studies regarding access-to-care effects of managed mental health on racial, ethnic, and other minorities indicate that minorities have experienced problems accessing mental health treatments in managed care settings. Further research focused on managed mental health care in these populations is needed.

C. Managed Mental Health Care and Potential for Harm

Question: Are there particular groups or subgroups of patients with particular diagnoses who are harmed by being treated in managed mental health care systems? If so, for what reasons and in what ways?

Answer: Inconclusive. Only a few quantitative studies in the literature report findings identifying which patients in which managed care settings have experienced actual harm as a result of benefit design limits or utilization techniques. Numerous sources discuss how managed mental health plans may have the potential to harm persons with severe mental illnesses; however, documentation of actual harm is lacking in the literature.
by a patient. As related to clinical outcomes, harm can range from deterioration of a mental illness to death. For the purposes of this report, the definition of “harm” includes whether managed mental health plan enrollees with high needs encounter obstacles to obtaining access to all levels of care needed to improve or stabilize their mental health conditions. This definition was selected because only a few quantitative studies have measured mental health outcomes across different delivery systems, whether fee-for-service or managed care. This lack of outcomes research is due to difficulties in defining appropriate end-points to reliably measure outcomes, as well as difficulties inherent in conducting long-term studies with enough follow-up data to track patients over time (Boyle & Callahan, 1995; Mechanic, 2003a; Sperry, Grissom, Brill, & Marion, 1997). Certain populations, such as elderly persons with SPMI, have been identified as particularly in need of outcome studies (Bartels, Levine, & Shea, 1999).

2. Quantitative Measures of Harmful Effects of Managed Mental Health Care

A few quantitative studies have measured the use of mental health care treatments among persons with severe mental illness enrolled in managed mental health plans. Two of the studies measured health and functional outcomes (e.g., effects on a patient’s ability to engage in activities of daily living), and a third study measured differences in service utilization rates (e.g., frequency of use of treatment services) by type of plan enrollment (public versus private sector).

Earlier small studies of mental health outcomes among Medicaid managed care enrollees with chronic mental illnesses showed that the use of managed care techniques resulted in no demonstrable harmful effects (i.e., limitations in access to care by persons with high needs), at least in the short run. This is partly due to the fact that such persons typically were not required to enroll in Medicaid managed mental health care programs, and follow-up periods in the studies were short (Dorwart & Epstein, 1992; Leff, Lieberman, Mulkern, & Raab, 1996; Lurie, Moscovice, Finch, Christianson, & Popkin, 1992).

Later studies have shown that States’ experiences with mental health carve-outs have had mixed results as greater numbers of persons with chronic mental illnesses are enrolled in Medicaid managed care (Mechanic, 2003b). These studies indicate that persons with SMIs may experience limitations in access to care in a carve-out, compared to persons with mild to moderate mental health conditions (Huskamp, 1998). These adverse effects include disruptions in continuity of care that affect these patients’ ability to adhere to recommended medication schedules and receive outpatient visits following hospital discharge, documented in studies in Tennessee, Utah, and Virginia (Chang et al., 1998; Manning, Liu, Stoner, Gray, & Popkin, 1999; Morrissey, Stroup, Ellis, & Merwin, 2002; Ray, Daugherty, & Meador, 2003).

Summary of the Literature: Sources that address the topic of managed mental health care and harm typically include caveats that real effects cannot be measured until (1) consensus is achieved as to selection of appropriate mental health outcome measures, and (2) reliable quantitative measures can be developed to conduct longitudinal studies over greater lengths of time. The paucity of such studies in the literature continues to restrict our ability to report on, or predict, which patients in which managed care settings may be harmed by benefit design limits or utilization techniques aimed at containing costs and improving appropriate use of the full spectrum of mental health and support services.
A. Use of Carve-Ins Versus Carve-Outs for Managed Mental Health Care Services

**Question:** Should managed mental health care services be carved in or carved out? What are the pros and cons of doing so in private and public sector payor settings?

**Answer:** Numerous sources in the literature indicate that carve-outs are preferred by purchasers, with certain safeguards regarding care coordination. Managed mental health carve-outs are preferable to carve-ins for persons with milder mental health conditions, when care coordination requirements between physical and mental health are less crucial than for adults with SPMI or children with SED. Adults with SPMI may fare less well in managed mental health carve-outs than persons with milder mental health conditions, largely due to a lack of continuity of care and potential inability to obtain more intensive services such as inpatient or residential treatment. The main advantages of carving out include better accountability of mental health expenditures, expanded treatment services, and ability to control claims costs. The main disadvantages include higher administrative costs, potential for fragmentation of physical and mental health services, and potential consumer confusion regarding how to access services. Employer purchasers also report that enrollees benefit from having greater access to a wider range of specialty mental health providers in the carve-out network. The literature on carve-outs in the public sector identifies several benefits of using a managed mental health carve-out. Experts in child mental health services agree that mental health carve-out designs are preferred for systems that serve children with SEDs who have needs that span multiple health and social service sectors (e.g., child welfare, Medicaid, and juvenile justice).

Mental health carve-out companies are today the most frequent form of managed mental health organization in both the private and public sectors (Grazier & Eselius, 1999). The use of carve-outs has grown rapidly since the mid-1990s, following publication of research that showed mental health carve-outs achieve significant cost savings compared to fee-for-service or carve-in HMO plans (Salkever & Shinogle, 2000). Cost savings occur most often when carve-out companies shift care to lower cost outpatient settings whenever possible and appropriate. Carve-out MBHOs also appear to be better able to implement utilization management controls such as prior authorization and the use of prescription formularies to manage mental health service use (Feldman, 1998; Grazier & Eselius, 1999; Holahan, Rangarajan, & Schirmer, 1999; Huskamp, 1998; Ridgely, Giard, & Shern, 1999; Vogelsang, 1999).

1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Mental Health Carve-Outs

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the advantages and disadvantages of using managed mental
health carve-outs identified in a published review of the literature (Grazier & Eselius, 1999). Among the advantages are carve-outs’ ability to reduce service costs, improve processes and outcomes of care, and provide the opportunity to maximize political advantages. Potential disadvantages of managed mental health carve-outs are related to financial and administrative issues and quality-of-care issues.

2. **Private Sector Experience With Mental Health Carve-Outs**

Survey research conducted with 338 Fortune 500 firms tested six theoretical conditions under which large employer purchasers are
more likely to choose a mental health carve-out plan. The larger the size of the firm, the more likely it is to carve out mental health benefits (Hodgkin et al., 2000). As shown in table 5, three of the theoretical conditions were confirmed and three were not.

Reducing costs is a major factor in employers’ decisions to carve out mental health benefits, particularly in the early years of a shift to a carve-out. Employer purchasers report that enrollees benefit from having greater access to a wider range of specialty mental health providers in the carve-out network (Hodgkin et al., 2000). Managed mental health carve-outs offer enrollees a wider array of outpatient mental health services while also containing costs in two ways: (1) reducing unnecessary inpatient care, and (2) reducing medical costs. The reduction in medical costs occurs by better serving the mental health needs of patients who previously used medical services to meet their needs and are now more appropriately treated in the mental health sector (Cuffel, Goldman, & Schlesinger, 1999; Olfson, Sing, & Schlesinger, 1999).

A study of the effects of implementing a managed mental health carve-out by a large industrial manufacturing company confirmed the findings of previous studies. Use of an expanded managed mental health benefit resulted in a 2.9 percent reduction in general medical costs for users of behavioral health services without a reduction in rates of treatment for mental health conditions (primarily outpatient care for persons with depression) (Cuffel, Goldman, & Schlesinger, 1999).

### Table 4. Disadvantages of Managed Mental Health Carve-Outs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial and Administrative Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. High administrative costs for contracting with a specialty vendor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Short-term savings realized since vendors may have little incentive to provide preventive care and detect mental health needs early.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Specialty vendors may have less direct control over contracted network providers and weaker incentives to reduce costs compared to carve-in plans, particularly if managed care penetration in specialists’ practices is small.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sponsors may have to maintain two separate internal data systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Two administratively separate systems with separate budgets may restrict the flexibility of sponsors to apply cost savings in one area to offset costs in another.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality-of-Care Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. May exacerbate a fragmented, uncoordinated system of health care services (also, Teitelbaum, Rosenbaum, Burgess, &amp; DeCourcy, 1999).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. May inhibit the creation of a fully integrated system of services intended to holistically address the general and mental health needs of enrollees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. As a result of 2. above, may not properly sensitize primary care providers to mental health issues of their patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. May introduce confusion for enrollees and providers if effective care coordination mechanisms are not in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Single specialty vendors may be less adept at coordinating with out-of-network providers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Grazier & Eselius, 1999, except where noted.
Large companies using managed mental health carve-outs most often contract with administrative services organizations (ASOs) and prefer paying providers on a discounted fee-for-service basis rather than capitation. (ASOs are third party companies hired by purchasers to deliver administrative services such as claims processing and billing to the purchaser; the purchaser bears all the risk for claims costs).

The lack of accountability for mental health service use in carve-in plans combined with a comparative lower access to mental health services in carve-in plans are deciding factors in large companies’ choice to instead carve out their mental health benefits (Apgar, 2001).

3. Public Sector Experience With Mental Health Carve-Outs

In 2000, the DHHS OIG published results of interviews with State Medicaid and mental health staff, managed care officials, mental health providers, and other stakeholders in seven States. These States were using Medicaid managed mental health care programs at the time. The interviews revealed the following benefits of using a managed mental health carve-out:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theories From the Literature</th>
<th>Survey Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory 1.</strong> The need to ensure consistency across multiple geographic regions where the company has employees is an important factor in a company’s decision to carve out mental health benefits.</td>
<td><strong>Confirmed.</strong> Larger employers that carve out mental health benefits were more likely to use a national rather than multiple regional managed mental health organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory 2.</strong> For companies with multistate operations, the need to manage risk-selection behavior by offering multiple health plan choices to employees in different States is an important factor in a company’s decision to carve out mental health benefits.</td>
<td><strong>Not confirmed.</strong> The analysis of the ratio of number of plans offered to number of States found that it was not a predictor of carving out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory 3.</strong> Concern about potential low quality of mental health services in carve-in plans is an important factor in a company’s decision to carve out mental health benefits.</td>
<td><strong>Not confirmed.</strong> Concerns about quality were mentioned by all firms; however, it was not possible to distinguish differences in relative weighting of this issue between firms that carve in or carve out. Until widely accepted quality measures for mental health services are developed, cost concerns will likely outweigh quality concerns in decisionmaking about carving in or carving out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory 4.</strong> Preference for development of specialized mental health treatment expertise over coordination with medical care is an important factor in a company’s decision to carve out mental health benefits.</td>
<td><strong>Confirmed.</strong> Employers that valued development of specialized mental health expertise over care coordination were more likely to carve out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory 5.</strong> Added administrative burdens of a mental health carve-out are not a compelling concern in a company’s decision to carve out mental health benefits.</td>
<td><strong>Confirmed.</strong> Employers that carve out were more likely to report being less concerned about the added administrative burden of carving out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory 6.</strong> The desire to financially track mental health service utilization using a separate budget is an important factor in a company’s decision to carve out mental health benefits.</td>
<td><strong>Not confirmed.</strong> Employers did not assign high importance scores to the separate budget issue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Involvement of families in planning and implementation in meaningful ways;
Inclusion of specialized mental health services for culturally diverse populations; and
Provision of training to MCOs on treatment needs of children (Pires, 2002).

Rather than relying solely on the Medicaid agency for funding, carve-out designs used for children and families frequently use multiple funding streams from different sources. Many of these children are served by multiple systems (e.g., mental health, Medicaid, child welfare, juvenile justice, and schools) (Coleman et al., 2005; Mauery, Collins, McCarthy, McCullough, & Pires, 2003). Compared to carve-ins, carve-outs have shown better success in coordinating physical and mental health services with social service delivery needs such as child welfare and education. In addition, carve-outs are typically the result of collaborative design efforts of both State mental health and Medicaid agencies, thus enhancing more comprehensive and integrated care across multiple child- and family-serving systems (Pires, 2002).

Summary of the Literature: Managed mental health carve-outs are preferable to carve-ins for persons with milder mental health conditions, when care coordination requirements between physical and mental health are less crucial, than for adults with SPMI or children with SED. Compared to persons with milder forms of mental illness, adults with SPMI may fare less well in managed mental health carve-outs, largely due to a lack of continuity of care and potential inability to obtain more intensive services such as inpatient or residential treatment. Carve-outs are preferred for children with multisystem health and social services needs.
B. Coordination of Primary Care and Mental Health Care Services in Managed Care Settings

Question: What is the best way to coordinate primary care and mental health care services in managed care settings? What characterizes success?

Answer: Unclear. Several sources in the literature recommend that purchasers should contractually require coordination of primary care and mental health care services, with financial or other incentives tied to performance measurement. Success is demonstrated in the form of ease of referrals between primary care and mental health care sectors, better management of illnesses and conditions, and improved provider and patient satisfaction. No studies to date, however, have quantitatively demonstrated that such contractual requirements result in improved care coordination as compared to not requiring them.

1. Barriers to Care Coordination

Barriers to care coordination include—

- Issues about clinical practice, managed care design, and entrenched stigma associated with mental illnesses that influence both providers and patients (Pincus, 2003);
- Professional disagreements about clinical “turf” issues;
- Inability or failure to reward providers for exemplary care coordination;
- The fragmented and disorganized health insurance framework in the United States (Mechanic, 2003c; Meredith, Sturm, Camp, & Wells, 2001; Gallo et al., 2002; Frank, Huskamp, McGuire, & Newhouse, 1996); and
- An underlying lack of accessible specialty mental health providers within a network or in a geographic area (Trude & Stoddard, 2003).

Proponents of carve-in models often cite the potential for better coordination of physical and mental health care within an integrated system (Feldman, 1998; Horgan et al., 2003). This means, however, that primary care providers within such systems must have the ability and resources needed to make referrals to a mental health treatment specialist within the contracted network of providers. In addition, providers should have mutual access to information about care being provided by both the primary care provider and the mental health specialist (Shuchman & St. Peter, 1997; Trude & Stoddard, 2003).

As noted in table 4 above, the use of carve-out models for managed mental health care may inhibit effective care coordination to the extent that carve-outs may exacerbate a fragmented, uncoordinated system of health care services. This fragmentation may occur as a result of separating the financing and organization of medical and mental health service delivery between an MCO and an MBHO (Grazier & Eselius, 1999). Requirements and specifications in carve-out arrangements governing the delivery of managed mental health services may not always be consistent throughout contracts between a purchaser and an MBHO, and in turn between an MBHO and its network providers (Rosenbaum, Markus, & Teitelbaum, 2001).

One of the nation’s largest MBHOs reported in 1998 that its experience with coordinating medical and mental health services within its carve-out plan products had “not been encouraging,” achieving only “modest results” (Feldman, 1998). Two factors were noted: (1) lack of time and interest on the part of primary care physicians, and (2) patients’ fears of being stigmatized by
primary care physicians if they revealed their mental health conditions to them.

2. Overcoming Barriers to Coordination of Physical and Mental Health Care Services

As noted by Rosenbach and Young (2000), there is no universally accepted standard definition of care coordination. A list of 10 care coordination features identified in Medicaid managed care and shown in figure 1 also can be used in private sector managed care settings.

Whether the managed mental health care model is carved in or out, the need to coordinate care is critical to achieving successful outcomes across both the physical and mental health treatment domains (Alfano, 2004; Drainoni, 1999; Rosenbaum, Mauery, & Kamoie, 2001; Sabin, 1998). For persons with mental health conditions being treated with psychopharmaceuticals, care coordination in the form of medication management is essential to monitor the physical effects of such drugs, including potential interactions with other medications. Recent changes in managed primary and mental health insurance designs have moved toward less use of prior authorization requirements for referrals to specialists (Horgan et al., 2003). This may result in patients being under the care of a mental health treatment specialist without the knowledge of their primary care physicians, unless patients disclose that information or there are contractual requirements that mandate clinical communications between primary and mental health specialty care practices (with consent of the patient).

As previously discussed, the potential for lack of communication between primary care and mental health specialty care may exist in carve-out arrangements. This may also occur when a purchaser has contracted for both physical and mental health care services with an MCO (a carve-in) and when the MCO then subcontracts mental health services delivery with an MBHO (Alfano, 2005; Drainoni, 1999).

Many people receive mental health treatments in primary care settings, particularly for depression (Meredith & Mazel, 2000). There is also growing professional agreement that care coordination should be considered the standard of care in both primary and mental health care service delivery (Alfano, 2005; Frank et al., 2003; Rosenbaum, Mauery, & Kamoie, 2001; Rubenstein et al., 2002; Sherbourne et al., 2001). The National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) has established health plan accreditation

---

**Figure 1. Care Coordination Features**

- Is designed to increase access to care and the quality of care
- Extends access assistance to community services and beyond contract services
- Operates as an independent, identifiable function in managed care
- Is supported by an information system dedicated to care coordination and linked to other managed care information systems
- Contains policies and procedures describing the relationships between care coordinators and health care providers
- Contains a specification for written plans of care
- Includes ongoing monitoring and modification of care plans when needed
- Is readily accessible
- Is furnished by individuals with appropriate training, in accordance with formal standards

Source: Rosenbach & Young, 2000.
developed “sample purchasing specifications” that purchasers may adapt to their own needs in drafting requests for proposals (RFPs) to contract with both general and specialty mental health MCOs (Rosenbaum, Mauery, & Kamoie, 2001). In particular, these sample specifications, as shown in figure 3, offer the following language that encourages rewarding care coordination activities, with incentives tied to performance measurement.

A number of sources have emphasized the importance of including explicit care coordination requirements in contracts that govern

---

**Figure 2. NCQA Accreditation Standards for MBHOs and MCOs: Quality Management and Improvement in the Area of Continuity and Care Coordination**

**MBHOs**

- Coordination of care among MBHO network providers
- Monitoring the medical appropriateness of behavioral services in primary care (diagnosis, treatment, referral, prescribing practices)
- Coordination of care for persons with coexisting medical and behavioral disorders
- Implementation of preventive guidelines and programs
- Collection and analysis of data relevant to continuity and coordination
- Collaboration with medical systems
- Continuity of care for persons whose practitioners leave the MBHO

**MCOs**

- Provision for the exchange of information between medical and behavioral health practitioners
- Assessment of appropriateness of diagnosis, treatment, and referral of behavioral disorders commonly seen in primary care
- Evaluation of psychopharmacological medication appropriateness
- Coordination of timely access for appropriate treatment for individuals with co-occurring medical and behavioral disorders
- Analysis of data related to continuity and care coordination
- Implementation of interventions to improve continuity and coordination
- Timely notification of provider terminations and continuity of care for persons whose practitioners leave the network in cases of persons with chronic or acute conditions or members in the third trimester of pregnancy

---

**Figure 3. Sample Purchasing Specifications for Care Coordination and Physical and Behavioral Service Integration in Managed Care Contracts (excerpt)**

§203. Quality Performance Measurement and Improvement

(a) Written protocols—Contractor shall submit the protocols it uses to measure the quality of its care coordination activities.

(b) Minimum elements—At a minimum, quality improvement protocols shall include the following:

(1) performance benchmarks in the following areas:

(i) identification of members who need care coordination;

(ii) timelines for the provision of assessment and care coordination plan development and provision of care coordination assistance;

(iii) handling of requests for services from providers and agencies; and

(iv) resolution of disputes regarding treatment under this Agreement;

(2) procedures used to evaluate care coordination performance by care coordinators and network providers; and

(3) the use of incentives to achieve care coordination improvement.


---

criteria for care coordination for both general service MCOs and specialty MBHOs, as shown in figure 2.
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the delivery of managed mental health care (Alfano, 2005; OIG, 2000; Ridgely, Mulkern, Giard, & Shern, 2002; Rosenbach & Young, 2000; Rosenbaum, Mauery, & Kamoie, 2001; Center for Mental Health Services [CMHS], 1996; Teitelbaum, Rosenbaum, Burgess, & DeCourcy, 1999). Quantitative studies that demonstrate such requirements’ effects on patient outcomes do not exist in the literature.

Summary of the Literature: Ample anecdotal evidence exists of a clinical and professional consensus about the desirability and success of conducting care coordination between the mental and physical domains of health care in managed care settings. Studies designed to demonstrate just how such efforts can help to achieve positive health outcomes within managed care environments have not yet been successfully translated into wide-scale implementation, and quantitative measures of the actual effects of care coordination requirements have not been published.

C. Coordination of Mental Health and Substance Abuse (MH/SA) Care in Managed Care Settings

Question: What is the best way to coordinate mental health and substance abuse (MH/SA) care in managed care settings for persons with co-occurring disorders? What characterizes success?

Answer: Unclear. Similar to the topic of coordination of physical and mental health care, a few sources in the literature have recommended that purchasers of managed care arrangements contractually require coordination of mental health and substance abuse services. These sources also recommend that requirements include financial or other incentives tied to performance measurement. Quantitative measures of the success or effects of these recommended contractual requirements have not been published.

1. Co-Occurring MH/SA Disorders Are Prevalent Though Undertreated

One analysis of data in the 1997–98 Health Care for Communities survey found that approximately 3 percent of the adult U.S. population had a co-occurring MH/SA disorder (Watkins, Burnam, Kung, & Paddock, 2001). More recent analyses of data from the Comorbidity Survey’ revealed that the annual prevalence of co-occurring disorders among adults is 2.2 percent. The lifetime prevalence (i.e., the percentage of adults estimated to experience a co-occurring MH/SA disorder at some point in their lives) is 10.5 percent, or nearly 22 million U.S. adults (R. Kessler, personal communication, August 1, 2005).

Having a mental illness puts a person more at risk for developing a substance abuse problem and vice versa: 42.7 percent of individuals with a 12-month addictive disorder have at least one 12-month mental disorder, and 14.7 percent of individuals with a 12-month mental disorder have at least one 12-month addictive disorder. Risks are estimated to be even higher for persons with severe mental illness: 47 percent of individuals with schizophrenia also have a substance abuse disorder (more than four times as likely as the general population), and 61 percent of individuals with bipolar disorder also have a substance abuse disorder (more than five times as likely as the general population) (SAMHSA, 2002).

Data from the National Comorbidity Survey reveal that the probability for a person diagnosed with a substance abuse condition to have any co-occurring mental illness is 71.5 percent (R. Kessler, personal communication, August 1, 2005). A report on co-occurring MH/SA disorders published
by SAMHSA in 2004 (Epstein, Barker, Vorburger, & Murtha, 2004) found that in 2002, there were 33.2 million adults age 18 or older with a serious mental illness (SMI) or a substance use disorder. Of these adults, 13.4 million (40.4 percent) had only SMI, 15.7 million (47.4 percent) had only a substance use disorder, and 4.0 million (12.2 percent) had SMI and a substance use disorder.

While the risks for development of co-occurring MH/SA disorders are high among persons who have either a mental illness or a substance abuse condition, there is also evidence of a lack of treatment (Epstein, Barker, Vorburger, & Murtha, 2004; SAMHSA, 2002; Watkins, Burnam, Kung, & Paddock, 2001; Watkins et al., 2004). In a 2001 survey, 72 percent of persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders did not receive any specialty mental health or substance abuse treatment in the previous 12 months (Watkins, Burnam, Kung, & Paddock, 2001). Despite the recommendation that individuals who have co-occurring MH/SA disorders receive treatment for both their mental health and substance use problems (Drake, Essock, et al., 2001; Drake, McLaughlin, Pepper, & Minkoff, 1991; Minkoff, 1989; SAMHSA, Barker, 2002; Watkins et al., 2004), only 8 percent received either integrated or parallel treatment. Only 23 percent received appropriate mental health care, and 9 percent received supplemental substance abuse treatment (Watkins, Burnam, Kung, & Paddock, 2001).

2. Private Sector Managed Care Programs for Persons With Co-Occurring MH/SA Disorders

Survey results have found that a majority of MCOs have specialized providers or treatment programs available for persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders. Specific treatment guidelines, however, have been established in only 16 percent of the MCOs, and only 25 percent report having special criteria and/or prior authorization requirements in place for these persons (Horgan et al., 2003).

Clinical and professional consensus is building, as more evidence-based studies are conducted, that the preferred approach for persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders is comprehensive “integrated treatment,” broadly defined as “any mechanism by which treatment interventions for co-occurring disorders are combined within the context of a primary treatment relationship or service setting” (Minkoff, 2001b; Ries, 1994; SAMHSA, 2002). Integrated treatment may range from cross-referral and linkage; through cooperation, consultation, and collaboration; to integration in a single setting or treatment model. Large MBHOs that have a wide variety of primary, mental health, and substance abuse providers in their networks—along with generous benefits, clearly articulated standards of care, clinical guidelines, and coordination protocols—should be able to provide high-quality levels of care. This may be particularly true when an MBHO carves out and consolidates both mental health and substance abuse benefits into a single behavioral health benefit (Feldman, 1998).

3. Scarcity of Literature Related to Standards of Care for Persons With Co-Occurring MH/SA Disorders in Managed Care Settings

Only four sources in the literature mentioned persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders in any managed care context. One article is a review of a small prospective cohort study that found that persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders experienced shorter hospi-
mental stays but higher rates of hospital readmission (characterized as a typical “revolving-door pattern of service utilization”) (Lyons, Lyons, Christopher, & Miller, 1998). The second source was the only report that focused entirely on the standards of care, coordination, and care management needs of persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders in managed care settings (Minkoff, 2001b). The third source, a 1997 SAMHSA conference report, included a section of recommendations on treatment of persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders in managed care settings. The conference participants recommended that purchasers include requirements for care coordination, integrated treatment, and explicit outcome measures tied to performance in the contracts with MCOs and MBHOs (SAMHSA, 1997). Finally, similar contract specifications are discussed in SAMHSA’s 1998 technical assistance publication, Contracting for Managed Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services: A Guide for Public Purchasers (Moss, 1998).

4. Recommendations for Coordinating Mental Health and Substance Abuse Treatments for Persons With Co-Occurring MH/SA Disorders in Managed Care Settings


The 1998 SAMHSA report prepared by Minkoff, primarily geared toward public sector managed care systems such as Medicaid managed care, provides detailed objectives and guidelines for the delivery of integrated treatment in the following topic areas:

- Consumer/Family Oriented Standards for Dual Diagnosis Treatment in Managed Care Systems;
- Standards for Managed Care Systems Regarding Development of Comprehensive Dual Diagnosis Treatment;
- Practice Guidelines for Dual Diagnosis Treatment in Managed Care Systems;
- Provider Competencies for Dual Diagnosis Treatment in Managed Care Systems; and
- Training Curricula to Enhance Provider Competencies in Delivery of Dual Diagnosis Treatment in Managed Care Settings.

Figure 4 shows an extract from Minkoff’s 1998 SAMHSA report that illustrates the defined objective and guidelines recommended to enhance continuity of care.

This report’s recommendations have been successfully adapted and applied in several States—such as Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New Mexico, Arizona, and Louisiana—in the development of public sector collaborative programs with MCOs to enhance the provision of integrated treatment for persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders in managed care settings (Minkoff, 2001a).
Summary of the Literature: While the literature demonstrates that co-occurring MH/SA disorders are prevalent, there is little information published about standards of care for persons with co-occurring disorders specifically in managed mental health settings. Only one published source of standards-of-care coordination for persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders in managed care settings was identified, which was developed for use by public sector purchasers of managed care services for their clients. It is estimated that just over 50 percent of private sector managed care companies report having specialized providers, treatment programs, and practice guidelines tailored for this population; however, it is unknown whether they meet the levels of standards of care for integrated treatment. Whether purchasers and insurers can customize these standards to serve clients enrolled in private sector employer-sponsored managed mental health care plans has, to date, not been documented.

D. Financing and Delivery of Preventive Mental Health Services in Managed Mental Health Care

Question: What are the most effective and efficient ways of financing and delivering preventive mental health services in managed mental health care systems?

Answer: Results of surveys, interviews, and consensus groups provide recommendations that purchasers should (1) conduct assessments of enrollee health needs to find out which conditions are most prevalent and could benefit from preventive interventions; (2) develop high-quality contractual terms for delivery of and payment for preventive mental health services; (3) communicate availability of these services to enrollees; and (4) implement ongoing monitoring systems.
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to measure availability, utilization, and payment for preventive mental health services.

1. Estimates of Private and Public Sector Delivery of Preventive Mental Health Services

Preventing the onset or worsening of a mental health disorder is the goal of preventive mental health services. As with classic public health prevention interventions, they are designed to be delivered at three possible levels:

1. Universal interventions, recommended for the entire population because their benefits outweigh their costs and associated risks;
2. Selective interventions, recommended only for groups at increased risk because their moderate cost is justified by the increased chance that illness will occur; and
3. Indicated interventions, recommended only for high-risk individuals and persons experiencing early symptoms of a disorder, for the purpose of preventing further development of a problem or to reduce its duration or severity (Dorfman & Smith, 2002; Mrazek & Haggerty, 1994).

Preventive mental health services also include mental health promotion, comorbidity prevention, disability prevention, and relapse prevention (Dorfman & Smith, 2002). An example of a preventive mental health service is routine screening for depression and alcohol misuse among adults, which is recommended by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF, 2005). With the use of standardized screening instruments, persons who have, or who may be at risk of having, depression or alcohol dependence can be identified early and referred for treatment. The goal is to get people into treatment early, before a mental health or substance abuse disorder can progress and cause undue morbidity and mortality.

Much of the available literature that describes MCO and MBHO mental health benefit design and coverage focuses on the delivery of outpatient, inpatient, and prescription drug services for persons who have diagnosed mental illnesses (see, for example, Buck, Teich, Umland, & Stein, 1999; Buck & Umland, 1997; Lave & Peele, 2000; Mark & Coffey, 2003). One of the primary goals of using managed mental health care is to contain costs. Delivery of low-cost preventive mental health services represents an ideal opportunity for purchasers, insurers, and consumers alike to save money. These cost savings (measured as avoided costs) occur when people use preventive mental health services early, thus decreasing the likelihood that they will develop mental illnesses that are expensive to treat.

Survey and interview data are the primary sources of estimates of how MCOs and MBHOs include coverage for and deliver specific preventive mental health services. The most extensive survey conducted to date found that only 14.9 percent of plans required any type of screening for alcohol, drug, or mental health problems in primary care settings. Mental health screening was required by 8.1 percent of plans, 9.1 percent of plans required alcohol abuse screening, 2.0 percent of plans required drug abuse screening, and 2.3 percent of plans required both mental health and alcohol/drug abuse screening. Of the few that required mental health screening, 93 percent allowed primary care physicians to determine which patients to screen. About 63 percent required mental health screening of all new patients, and 67 percent reported relying on the presence of specific conditions to trigger the need for
screening. The most commonly cited trigger conditions were chronic pain, presence of a substance abuse problem, and sleep problems. Only 28 percent required mental health screening of patients on a periodic basis. Health plan officials who were interviewed attributed these low rates of screening requirements to difficulties finding a screening instrument that is brief, easy to score, and easy to interpret. They also reported that it is difficult to monitor whether screening is done in primary care and that primary care physicians may not feel competent to address mental health issues once those issues are detected (Garnick et al., 2002; Horgan et al., 2003).

Employers often use employee assistance programs (EAPs) to provide access to preventive mental health services for their employees. The use of EAPs varies greatly by company size, with nearly all large companies with 20,000 or more employees having an EAP, to fewer than 10 percent of small companies with 50 or fewer employees. EAPs typically provide work or family counseling as well as screening and brief therapy for mental health and substance abuse problems. EAPs typically do not act as “gatekeepers” for restricting access to mental health treatment services covered in an employer’s health benefit plan. Further research is needed to develop national estimates of the scope and utilization of EAP services to better understand their role in the mental health service delivery system (Teich & Buck, 2003).

2. Barriers to Delivery of Preventive Mental Health Services in Managed Care Settings

Table 6 summarizes from the literature the most common reasons cited to explain the low rate of delivery of preventive mental health treatments in managed care settings. The reasons are organized within five conceptual categories.

3. Overcoming Barriers to Increased Provision of Preventive Mental Health Services in Managed Care

One study estimated that it would take 1,773 hours annually, or 7.4 hours per working day, to deliver all preventive services of the type and frequency recommended by the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) (Yarnall et al., 2003). In reality, physicians are faced with many choices about which preventive services they will provide to which patients and how often. They have to balance this with the time needed to provide treatment services to persons already diagnosed with a mental health condition. Several factors drive which choices physicians make about preventive services. These factors include the ability to demonstrate scientific soundness and clinical appropriateness, administrative feasibility, and short- and long-term financial desirability.

a. Demonstrating the Science Base of Preventive Mental Health Services in Managed Care and Documenting Their Costs and Cost Effectiveness

The USPSTF recommends routine screening for depression and alcohol misuse for adults (USPSTF, 2005). SAMHSA maintains the National Registry of Evidence-Based Programs and Practices, “a voluntary rating and classification system for mental health and substance abuse prevention and treatment interventions. The system is designed to identify, review, categorize, and disseminate information about programs and practices that meet established evidence rating.” A rigorous review of the scientific literature in 2000 identified six preventive services that are appropriate for delivery in managed care settings:
Table 6. Frequent Reasons Identified as Barriers to Delivery of Preventive Mental Health Services in Managed Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Identified Reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Knowledge, Beliefs, and Attitudes  | • Doubts that preventive mental health services are effective/efficacious  
• Belief that mental health care in general is less rigorously measurable than medical care  
• Lack of awareness and knowledge among MCO officials and providers about availability and coverage of preventive services in their plans  
• Stigma associated with mental conditions, causing provider reluctance to broach the topic with patients  
• Concern that targeted preventive services delivered only to “at risk” individuals may be unethical and discriminatory since all enrollees are paying the same premium  
• Assumption that plan members do not want preventive services  
• Provider disappointment with perceived low adherence rate of patients to recommendations for change following delivery of preventive services  
• Belief that preventive services are needed only when patient presents with another symptom (e.g., unexplained pain, presence of a substance use disorder, sleep disruption)  
• Lack of awareness of the “spillover” benefits of preventive mental health services (e.g., increased productivity, improved physical health, reductions in domestic and other violence) |
| Availability of Information       | • Gaps in demonstration of cost effectiveness of preventive services  
• Lack of consensus recommendations regarding preventive services  
• Insufficient information about preventive services tailored for MCO settings  
• Difficulties locating mental health screening instruments that are brief, easy to score, and easy to interpret  
• Limited access to clinical practice guidelines for delivery of preventive services |
| Skills and Training               | • Limited training available to enhance clinicians’ abilities to administer and interpret screening instruments and conduct interventions  
• Provider uncertainty about how to treat a mental health condition detected after a preventive service is delivered |
| Health System Design and Organization | • Uncertainties about the relative roles of primary care and managed mental health carve-outs for responsibility for preventive services  
• Continued orientation of health system to delivery of acute care  
• Limited time available for providers to conduct preventive services  
• Lack of coverage because medical necessity definitions often do not include preventive services  
• Limited plan outreach to members to inform them of availability of preventive services  
• Limited link between preventive interventions and quality measures  
• Diffused responsibility for leadership in health plans regarding preventive interventions and leadership turnover |
| Financing                         | • Concerns about cost of providing preventive services in a cost-containment environment  
• Difficulties identifying reimbursement methods that document payment for the separate delivery of preventive services, particularly in capitation models  
• Difficulties documenting the longer-term savings resulting from delivery of preventive interventions and short-term results  
• Uncertainties about the cost and utility of developing supplemental data tracking systems to document outcomes and savings generated by preventive services  
• Few incentives provided to health plan members and providers to utilize preventive services  
• Inability to connect cost of preventive service with long-term savings in individual patients due to frequent changes in plan enrollments |

Sources: Center for the Advancement of Health, 2000; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 1995; Dorfman & Smith, 2002; Drissel, 2005; Garnick et al., 2002; Glioth & Pritchett, 2000; Horgan et al., 2003; National Mental Health Association, 2002; Nitzkin & Smith, 2004; Partnership for Prevention (PFP), 2002; Robinson, Haaz, Petrica, Hillsberg, & Kennedy, 2004; Rosenbaum, Kamoie, Mauery, & Waltz, 2003; Stepnick, 2002; Yarnall, Pollak, Ostbye, Krause, & Michener, 2003.
1. Prenatal and infancy home visits;
2. Targeted cessation education and counseling for smokers, especially pregnant smokers;
3. Targeted short-term mental health therapy;
4. Self-care education for adults;
5. Presurgical educational intervention with adults; and
6. Brief counseling and advice to reduce alcohol use (Dorfman, 2000; Broskowski & Smith, 2001; Dorfman & Smith, 2002).

This list of six preventive services was updated and expanded in a broader review of the scientific literature in 2004. The following services were determined to have “the greatest promise, based on the research reviewed, to diminish or prevent the development of a mental or substance use disorder”:

1. Universal screening of pregnant women for use of tobacco, alcohol, and illicit drugs;
2. Home visitation for selected pregnant women and some children up to age 5;
3. Supplemental educational services for vulnerable infants from disadvantaged families;
4. Screening children and adolescents for behavioral disorders;
5. Screening adolescents for tobacco, alcohol, depression, and anxiety;
6. Screening adults for depression and anxiety, and use of tobacco and/or alcohol; and
7. Psychoeducation to increase early ambulation of surgical patients, adherence to prescribed regimens of care for patients with chronic diseases, and to decrease somatization of other patients (Nitzkin & Smith, 2004).

Overall, the six services in the 2000 report, which result in demonstrated positive outcomes, were estimated to add less than 1 percent to the average monthly premium of an MCO (Broskowski & Smith, 2001). In light of these promising results, in addition to a strong recommendation that purchasers and health plans consider use of the services above, there are several recommendations to encourage further research for other preventive mental health services (Dorfman & Smith, 2002). These recommendations include expansion of research resources to measure the costs and cost effectiveness of preventive mental health services, replication of studies with preliminary positive results for adaptation to different populations and settings, establishment of research partnerships with managed care organizations, and increased financial support of graduate and postgraduate students to increase the number of new investigators in this field.

b. Leveraging Employer Purchaser and Consumer Demand for Preventive Mental Health Services

Based on various survey results, private sector employer purchasers of health insurance are very aware of the importance of providing their employees with a continuum of mental health benefits that includes the provision of early intervention and preventive mental health services (Robinson, Chimento, Bush, & Papay, 2001). The ability of employees to have early access to preventive and other mental health services leads to improved health, thus helping to increase their workplace productivity by reducing absenteeism and “presenteeism” (losses in productivity incurred when employees are present at work, even though they are not feeling well). Employer purchasers also are aware of how costs are saved when high-cost mental health conditions are avoided by providing effective early preventive mental health services (National Business Group on Health...
Employer purchasers are most interested in showing a return on investment when deciding to cover mental and other health prevention services (Dorfman & Smith, 2002; Nitzkin & Smith, 2004; PFP, 2002; Robinson, Chimento, Bush, & Papay, 2001; Stepnick, 2002). Consequently, employer purchasers need reliable information about which services are needed, strategies to develop effective managed care agreements, effective and efficient communication methods with covered employees about these services, and ongoing measurement and monitoring of performance standards for preventive mental health services.

Figure 5 summarizes recommendations from a recent NBGH report entitled “Improving Health, Improving Business: A 4-Part Guide to Implementing Employee Health Improvement and Services” (NBGH, 2005). The report contains specific examples of potential recommended practices, also identified in other sources (Robinson, Chimento, Bush, & Papay, 2001; Stepnick, 2002).

c. Improving Managed Care Financing and Delivery of Preventive Mental Health Services
There are four main areas in which health plans need enhanced support to improve the types and levels of preventive mental health services in their benefit plans:

1. Medical leadership, including experience in epidemiology and population-health management;
2. Effective management information support services to monitor program management and evaluation systems;
3. Adequate staff capacity dedicated to quality assurance; and

Specific preventive mental health services covered in a benefit plan should explicitly state whether they are recommended for everyone or are recommended to be targeted to persons identified “at risk” for a particular mental health disorder. Distinguishing between universal versus targeted recommendations helps to ensure that particular services are not over- or underutilized by beneficiaries and helps providers to make informed choices about use of their time and resources (NBGH, 2005; Nitzkin & Smith, 2004; PFP, 2002; Stepnick, 2002).

The ability of managed care plans to pay for the delivery of preventive mental health services depends largely on how they pay providers generally. In cases in which providers submit claims with multiple procedure codes (typically fee-for-service or discounted fee-for-service arrangements), various codes can be used to obtain payment for different types of services (Nitzkin & Smith, 2004). In capitation arrangements, where providers are paid a single PMPM rate, health plans could adjust their PMPM rates up by a certain percentage to reflect the small added costs incurred for providing these services. These enhanced rates can be adjusted over time as more information is disseminated from the research community documenting the costs of each service, and as individual plans measure the costs and outcomes of their preventive mental health service benefits (Giloth & Pritchett, 2000; NBGH, 2005).

Summary of the Literature: The delivery of preventive mental health is clinically desirable
Figure 5. Recommended Strategies for Employer Purchasers to Increase Coverage and Use of Mental Health and Other Health Preventive Services

Assessing Preventive Care Needs and Selecting Services
1. Determine prevention interest and need.
2. Consult established prevention recommendations.
3. Assess coverable preventive services through review of clinical resource information.
4. Evaluate the costs and benefits of select services to show possible cost savings and outcomes.
5. Communicate the results to all decisionmakers.

Developing/Purchasing High-Quality Preventive Care Services
1. Set overall objectives.
2. Determine whether to purchase or create.
3. Establish utilization goals.
4. Define parameters for preventive care in order to ensure quality service.
5. Request quality assessment measures of health plans offering preventive services.
6. Develop protocols for access and claims.
7. Develop education and training programs.

Communicating Preventive Care Services to Corporate Management, Employees, and Health Plans
1. Conduct research to fully assess the attitudes and preferences of target audiences.
2. Establish communication objectives.
3. Identify target audiences and how they prefer to communicate.
4. Involve key people in developing the preventive care program.
5. Implement and evaluate the communications program.

Measuring the Success of Preventive Care Programs
1. Assess program effectiveness to determine satisfaction with the services provided and the people providing these services.
2. Evaluate program outcomes (improved health, behavior change, risk reduction, and financial impact in the form of reduced health care costs, lower absenteeism, and increased on-the-job productivity).
3. Engage in ongoing evaluations of benefit plan programs, clinical preventive services, and health promotion and disease prevention programs.

Source: NBGH, 2005.

and saves costs by preventing the onset of mental disorders that are expensive to treat. However, an analysis of a large database containing health plan benefit designs revealed that plans typically do not require preventive services such as screening for mental health disorders in primary care settings. The presence of an EAP within a company can increase employees’ ability to access preventive mental health services; however, EAPs are typically found only in medium to large companies, and the actual utilization of such services is unclear. Various studies of the coverage of preventive mental health services by employer purchasers have indicated that access to such services can increase employee productivity and corporate return on investment. The clinical evidence bases for several preventive mental health services have been established, and research is being conducted and expanded on many others. Finally, employer purchasers and health plans can greatly increase both the availability and use of preventive mental health services by (1) assessing which preventive services are most likely to be needed by covered employees; (2) incorporating utilization goals and quality measures related to preventive services in their managed care contracts; and (3) communicating the value of preventive mental health services to corporate management, employees, and the health plans with which they contract.
A. Incorporating Evidence-Based Standards in Managed Mental Health Care Services

**Question:** What is the best way to incorporate evidence-based standards in the purchase and delivery of managed mental health care services?

**Answer:** Unclear. The literature regarding incorporation of evidence-based standards has only recently begun to emerge, as research continues to evolve on how to define the evidence base for mental health care services. A few sources have recommended increased centralized dissemination of evidence-based standards, and revision of medical necessity definitions and utilization management to reflect them. Studies documenting the effects of implementing evidence-based standards for mental health care services are lacking.

1. **Brief Summary of Debates About the Use of Evidence-Based Standards in Mental Health Care Services**

Much of the literature focuses on debates about the advantages and disadvantages of using evidence-based standards in the field of mental health care services. They are largely centered around two issues: (1) defining what is “evidence based” in mental health care, noting difficulties associated with establishing the scientific criteria for conducting research on evidence-based standards in the field of mental health care treatments; and (2) the potential effects the use of evidence-based standards for mental health care might have on a mental health care provider’s ability to have flexibility in treatment decisionmaking tailored to the needs of an individual client (Clancy & Cronin, 2005; Drake, Goldman, et al., 2001; Fox, 2005; Green & Bloch, 2001; Helfand, 2005; Lehman, Goldman, Dixon, & Churchill, 2004; Levine, 2003; Margison, 2003; Miller, 1996; Norquist & Hyman, 1999; Pallak & Cummings, 1994; Sanchez & Turner, 2003; Seligman & Levant, 1998; Steinberg & Luce, 2005; Tanenbaum, 2005).

There is an emerging body of literature that addresses some of the practical issues that may arise when trying to incorporate and disseminate evidence-based standards in managed mental health care. As previously noted, the USPSTF has determined the strength of the evidence for recommending routine screening of depression and alcohol misuse among adults. SAMHSA’s ongoing work documenting the evidence bases for both preventive and mental health treatment services is progressing through its National Registry of Evidence-Based Programs and Practices. Thus, it is fairly certain that increasing numbers of evidence-based mental health care services and practices will be recommended for inclusion in managed mental health care benefit packages.

2. **Benefit Design, Medical Necessity, and Clinical Practice Guidelines**

There are basically two ways to influence the provision of health care services in managed...
care: (1) add a specific service to the benefit, and/or (2) specify the standards for how such services will be provided. Many of the same barriers and recommendations related to including preventive mental health services in managed mental health care benefit plans also apply to adding specific evidence-based mental health treatment services to the scope of benefit coverage. Thus, the focus in this section is on incorporating evidence-based standards that influence how a particular mental health care treatment service is provided.

The “bridge” between clinical practice guidelines and coverage is the definition and determination of medical necessity (Hermann & Rollins, 2003; Rosenbaum et al., 2003; Schwartz & Weiner, 2003). Briefly stated, medical necessity definitions are the written criteria that health insurance companies incorporate into their plans to determine whether a particular health service is medically needed by a patient in order to approve payment for that service. The definition of medical necessity and the process for determining whether a health service meets all the criteria in the definition are integral to health plans’ utilization management. A common medical necessity definition encompasses several criteria. Using this definition, a treatment must be—

1. Included in the plan’s scope of benefits;
2. Intended for the treatment of a diagnosed condition or to screen for a condition;
3. Consistent with professional standards of practice;
4. Delivered in the safest and least intrusive manner;
5. Not solely for the convenience of the patient, the patient’s family, or the provider; and
6. Performed in the least costly setting required by the patient’s condition (Rosenbaum et al., 2003).

Criterion one is the first that any treatment must satisfy. If a particular treatment is not included (or is specifically excluded) in a plan’s scope of benefits, the plan will not pay for it. If the treatment is a covered benefit, it will only be reimbursable when it meets all of the remaining criteria. Criterion three is the focus of this section of the literature review, i.e., the determination of what constitutes “professional standards of practice.”

The following medical necessity definition in figure 6 comes from Hawaii’s statutes.

**Figure 6. Hawaii’s Medical Necessity Definition in State Independent Review Statute**

A health intervention is medically necessary if it is recommended by the treating physician or treating licensed health care provider, is approved by the health plan’s medical director or physician designee, and is:

1. For the purpose of treating a medical condition;
2. The most appropriate delivery or level of service, considering potential benefits and harms to the patient;
3. Known to be effective in improving health outcomes; provided that:
   - (A) Effectiveness is determined first by scientific evidence;
   - (B) If no scientific evidence exists, then by professional standards of care; and
   - (C) If no professional standards of care exist or if they exist but are outdated or contradictory, then by expert opinion; and
4. Cost-effective for the medical condition being treated compared to alternative health interventions, including no intervention. For the purposes of this paragraph, cost-effective shall not necessarily mean lowest price (HRS § 432E-1.4(2000) (IRO Statute)).

governing independent review organizations. The definition provides for a hierarchy of evidence that places scientific evidence first and then allows for providing treatments that have different degrees of strength of evidence.

The NCQA accreditation standards for MBHOs’ utilization practices state, “To make utilization decisions, the managed healthcare organization uses written criteria based on sound clinical evidence and specifies procedures for applying those criteria in an appropriate manner” (NCQA, 2004). The ways that health plans define the standards of practice for delivery of mental health and other services in their medical necessity definitions vary. However, in general they allow varying degrees of latitude in health plan decisionmaking, relying primarily on prevailing “professional standards.” This flexibility allows health plans to select from among a series of professionally accepted approaches and to choose the approach that also satisfies considerations such as cost, safety, and convenience. Experts in mental health who write about the topic of medical necessity most often advocate a definition that allows decisionmakers to select among competing approaches in accordance with numerous other factors (Rosenbaum, Kamoe, Mauery, & Walitt, 2003). One suggested standard for clinical evidence in medical necessity definitions is “consistent with generally accepted clinical practice for mental and substance use disorders” (Ford, 1998).

Including requirements for evidence-based standards in treatment guidelines for managed mental health care services may allow health plans potentially to exclude other services that are commonly used and needed in mental health care, but have not yet been subjected to the rigors of demonstrated scientific evidence. Evidence-based standards that have been shown to be equally effective on average may not be equally effective for various subgroups of people (Drake et al., 2001; Lehman et al., 2004). One possible approach is to incorporate treatment algorithms into standards. Treatment algorithms are typically presented as decision trees to guide providers in a stepwise fashion to make treatment decisions based on evidence- and consensus-based standards. The algorithms are not intended to restrict provider judgment in individual cases, but to allow for flexibility of treatment with different populations who have different illnesses, e.g., persons with severe mental illness such as schizophrenia or bipolar disorders or children with SEDs (Kashner, Rush, & Altshuler, 1999; Mellman et al., 2001). In addition, incorporating an evidence-based standard presumes that the benefit package has been changed to allow for reimbursement of services delivered under that standard.

3. Dissemination of Evidence-Based Standards and Treatment Guidelines

A recent review of the mental health journal literature found that “data needed to inform and advance evidence-based practice does not have the prominent place it deserves in leading journals” (Shumway & Sentell, 2004). A highly relevant issue is the extent to which information is disseminated to the field of practitioners, as well as to managed care officials who are making decisions about evidence-based mental health treatment services and standards (Azocar, Cuffel, Goldman, & McCarter, 2003; Tanenbaum, 2005). Health plans frequently distribute treatment guidelines to their contracted providers. These treatment guidelines may include evidence-based standards indicating
when and how a particular treatment should be provided when medically necessary.

Mental health and other network providers may be overwhelmed by receiving a multitude of treatment guidelines from their MCOs and professional associations. Many providers belong to more than one MCO or MBHO, each of which may use the same guideline or different guidelines. One way to avoid this nonstandardization is for all managed care plans in a particular State or region to agree to a common set of treatment standards. Clinical practice is greatly affected when widely backed guidelines are disseminated. The following suggestions from Azocar et al. (2003) may serve to improve adherence to treatment guidelines among clinical professionals:

1. Marketing approaches to promote widely adopted guidelines endorsed by all stakeholder groups rather than guidelines adopted by a single MBHO;
2. Expert-opinion leaders to exert peer influence for acceptance of guidelines (e.g., having national professional organizations representing providers and others adopt guidelines);
3. Patient education to increase awareness and expectations of important clinical practices, and increase prevention and treatment compliance;
4. Immediate reminder and feedback systems to clinicians to help implement behavior changes after they are learned; and
5. Review processes such as clinician profiling and incentives for clinicians performing up to standards and engaging in desired practices.

Summary of the Literature: The scope of the professional literature related to implementation of evidence-based mental health treatment standards in managed care is generally lacking. Two issues that were identified (although in only a few published sources) are related to the connection between medical necessity definitions used by MCOs and the development of strategies for effective dissemination and adoption of evidence-based standards and treatment guidelines in clinical practice. Increased efforts are needed to develop effective ways to conduct research that documents the evidence base for growing numbers of mental health treatments and also ways in which they can be implemented in managed care settings.

B. Incorporating Consumer-Directed Care Principles in Managed Mental Health Care Services

Question: What is the best way to incorporate consumer-directed care principles in managed mental health, including special considerations for persons with mental health illnesses?

Answer: Unclear. The literature primarily reflects recommendations based on efforts in the public sector to incorporate consumer-directed care principles in managed mental health care. Public sector mental health systems, such as Medicaid managed care for mental health services, have largely achieved this by involving consumers throughout the planning, design, and implementation of mental health care systems. These efforts have included special input and feedback mechanisms that consider the unique needs of persons with mental illnesses and take into account issues such as stigma and empowerment. The literature regarding private sector efforts to incorporate consumer-directed principles in managed mental health care services is sparse and focuses primarily on the use of consumer satisfaction surveys and grievances and appeals systems.
1. Guiding Principles for Consumer-Directed Managed Mental Health Care

Guiding principles and recommendations about the role of consumers in health care have been articulated by a wide variety of organizations, ranging from Federal Government entities (e.g., the President’s New Freedom Commission on Mental Health, SAMHSA) to professional provider associations (e.g., the National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors, the American Psychiatric Association) to consumer mental health advocacy groups (e.g., the National Mental Health Association, the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill). For example, figure 7 contains excerpts of the principles and recommendations embodied in the President’s New Freedom Commission on Mental Health Report,13 SAMHSA’s Principles for Systems of Managed Care,14 and SAMHSA’s “Federal Mental Health Action Agenda.”15

Translating these principles and recommendations into contractual performance standards that are meaningful for the stakeholders in mental health services delivery (e.g., consumers, purchasers, insurers, and providers) historically has occurred in the public sector rather than private sector (Rochefort, n.d.; Sabin & Daniels, 2001). Public sector systems such as Medicaid, State mental health, child welfare, juvenile and adult corrections, schools, and other systems are statutorily mandated to serve populations who come under their care. Public agencies are legally responsible for ensuring delivery of needed medical and mental health services to these populations. Their contracts with managed care organizations typically include a variety of consumer-directed features aimed at ensuring that both health plans and providers are accountable for delivery of care that is responsive to consumer concerns.

Private sector employer-sponsored plans typically have used methods that are more reactive than proactive in nature, primarily consumer satisfaction surveys and use of grievances and appeals systems. As is discussed in section 3 below, however, increasing competition in the employer-sponsored insurance market may lead to more of these plans incorporating consumer-directed features similar to the public sector as a way of legitimizing their accountability to consumers (Sabin & Daniels, 2001).

2. Public Sector Examples of Incorporation of Principles of Consumer-Directed Managed Mental Health Care

According to various authors, there are two areas in which consumers can leverage resources to increase the likelihood that Medicaid managed mental health care services are consumer-directed: (1) involving consumers and consumer advocacy organizations in the crafting of State waiver applications to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for the enrollment of Medicaid beneficiaries in managed mental health care plans, and (2) involving consumers in the crafting of State RFPs for managed care contracts to recommend including in the contracts the consumer-directed principles and recommendations described by SAMHSA above (Bluebird, 2000; CMS, 2002; Olson & Perkins, 1999; Sabin & Daniels, 1999; 2000; Vicchiullo, 2000).

Converting to managed mental health care for Medicaid populations requires approval of Medicaid State waiver applications or State plan amendments by CMS. In its June 14, 2002, publication of new rules16 amending the 1997 Balanced Budget Act, CMS stated, “We believe public input provides for the integration of various perspectives and priorities and will facilitate a more useful
Figure 7. Goals and Principles for Consumer Participation in Managed Mental Health Care

The President's New Freedom Commission: Goals and Recommendations for a Transformed Mental Health System

Goal 2: Mental health care is consumer and family driven

- Develop an individualized plan of care for every adult with a serious mental illness and child with a serious emotional disturbance;
- Involve consumers and families fully in orienting the system toward recovery;
- Align Federal programs to improve access and accountability;
- Create a comprehensive State mental health plan; and
- Protect and enhance the rights of people with mental illnesses.

SAMHSA's Principles for Systems of Managed Care Consumer Participation and Rights

Managed care systems should—

- Meaningfully involve consumers and family members in the planning, development, delivery, evaluation, research, and policy formation of managed care systems, including the determination of “medically necessary” services;
- Respect consumer choice of services, providers, and treatment and assure consumer-informed voluntary consent. Individual treatment plans should be based on the preferences and needs of consumers and families with children;
- Ensure that consumers receive necessary legal and ethical protections and services;
- Provide education to consumers and family members on their rights and responsibilities;
- Establish grievance, mediation, arbitration, and appeals procedures to resolve consumer disputes in a timely manner. Ombudsman services should be provided. Necessary services should continue pending dispute resolution;
- Support consumer rights and empowerment by providing education about, and access to, local self-help groups and protection and advocacy organizations; and
- Ensure that confidentiality and privacy of consumer health care information is protected at all times, particularly as electronic information systems develop and expand. Release of specific information should occur only with a signed release from either the recipient of services or their legal guardian/representative.

Transforming Mental Health Care in America

The Federal Action Agenda: First Steps

Action: Develop prototype individualized plans of care that promote resilience and recovery. Individualized plans of care must be developed in full partnership with consumers and family members, must include evidence-based and promising practices in prevention and treatment, and must promote resilience and recovery, including integrated employment that pays above minimum wage, includes benefits, and provides for career advancement. To this end, CMHS will design and initiate a project to—

- Convene a consensus development meeting to discuss the meaning and process of mental health recovery for children, adults, and older adults. Consumers and families will be actively involved in developing knowledge about recovery and in contributing to measurement development activities currently underway.
- Review current best practices in the field for individualized recovery plans that can be customized for children, adults, and older adults. Consensus panels will be used to assess evidence and recommend model plans.
- Design a prototype individualized recovery plan that includes evidence-based and promising practices, and that is flexible enough to change over time.
- Disseminate this prototype model through appropriate technical assistance.

end product.” States are expected to determine the best ways to structure the processes needed to incorporate consumer and stakeholder input into the waiver design (CMS, 2002).

In 1999, the National Health Law Program offered many recommendations designed to improve the use of consumer stakeholder input provided at public hearings that are conducted during the development and design of State Medicaid managed care programs and contract proposals (Olson & Perkins, 1999). For example,

- Consumers should be involved early on in the planning stages of hearings;
- Locations should be geographically convenient and accessible to persons with special needs; and
- Procedures should be implemented to incorporate consumer opinions and feedback throughout proposal development, including information on how consumer feedback was considered and incorporated in the final version of the contract proposals.

Consumers of mental health services face particular challenges in making their voices heard and respected in public hearings (Bazelon, 1998; Gruttadaro, Ross, & Honberg, 2001). As a result of discrimination and stigma that may be associated with mental health conditions experienced by consumers, officials may discount consumer views as being uninformed or of less importance than a provider’s clinical judgment. Consumers with mental health conditions may feel disempowered due to a lack of confidence, and for some, their cognitive and speaking abilities may be impaired (Sabin & Daniels, 2002). The successful provision of technical assistance to overcome these barriers has been demonstrated in 17 States to date through the collaboration of the Leadership Academy program implemented by the Consumer Organization and Networking Technical Assistance Center, established by the West Virginia Mental Health Consumers Association. The Leadership Academy program conducts structured workshops using a practical, hands-on manual on effective strategies for mental health consumer advocacy in managed care. The program is led by consumers who have received training in adult education skills (Sabin & Daniels, 2002).

Other examples of consumer and family involvement in public sector managed mental health care include activities of consumers and their families documented in Systems of Care programs for children with mental health disorders and their families. MBHOs are more likely than general service MCOs to involve families in initial planning and implementation activities, to conduct ongoing activities to refine service delivery, and to provide training and orientation in managed care activities and service provision to families (Pires, Armstrong, & Stroul, 1999).

Active consumer and family involvement in a spectrum of activities, ranging from system design to development of individualized treatment plans by care management teams, is highly valuable (Bazelon, 1998; Koyanagi & Carty, 1996; Mauery, Collins, McCarthy, McCullough, & Pires, 2003).

An extensive report published in 1998 by the National Panel on Managed Mental Health Services for Consumers of African Descent provides detailed information on standards and guidelines for consumer-directed managed mental health care for this population, which has historically encountered difficulties accessing adequate culturally competent care (Alegria, Perez, &
Williams, 2003; Davis, 1998). Standards and relevant guidelines are presented for 10 areas of managed mental health care: (1) prevention, education, and outreach; (2) comprehensive assessment and triage; (3) development of treatment plans; (4) implementation of treatment plans; (5) self-help opportunities; (6) access to services; (7) styles of communication; (8) ongoing program development; (9) outcome evaluation; and (10) discharge planning.

A SAMHSA-sponsored report that includes an analysis of interviews with managed behavioral health officials revealed that the officials highly valued consumer input, particularly as related to service delivery and quality-of-care issues. The authors noted, however, that the officials believed that RFPs for public sector managed mental health care may reflect an overly ambitious “wish list” of a variety of mental health and social services added as a result of stakeholder input. In addition, the officials believed that consumer involvement in health plan activities should be actively encouraged at a variety of levels, with the exception of membership on the plan governing board since consumers do not bear the same fiduciary duty as do other governing board members (Savela, Robinson, & Crow, 2000).

**3. Private Sector Managed Mental Health Considerations for Consumer-Directed Care**

There is little published literature describing examples of private sector managed mental health insurance incorporating consumer-directed care principles similar to those in the public sector. The private sector has primarily focused on the use of consumer satisfaction surveys and establishment of grievances and appeals systems. Part of this lack of consumer involvement is due to the fact that the private sector does not carry the public mandate that public sector purchasers do (Sabin & Daniels, 2001). In addition, the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s (NCQA) Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS®), which is used to compare quality measures across plans, includes a standardized survey of consumers’ experiences with plan performance, but not consumer involvement in plan design, administration, and service delivery. HEDIS® also has been characterized as “grossly inadequate” in its ability to measure performance of services for persons with severe mental illnesses, likely due to the fact that they are often unable to maintain employment in the private sector by virtue of the severity of their illness (Bazelon, 1997; Ross, 2000). The NCQA has completed development and field testing of the Experience of Care and Health Outcomes (ECHO) survey designed to collect information on patients’ experiences with managed behavioral health organizations. The ECHO survey is part of the Consumer Assessment of Health Plans Survey (CAHPS) and is developed and supported by a public-private consortium of researchers sponsored by the DHHS Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). Survey results can be used to monitor consumer satisfaction and health care quality and for MBHOs to meet accreditation standards (Eisen et al., 1999).18

Fueling much of the managed care backlash that began in the mid-1990s was provider and consumer frustration related to the definition and application of medical-necessity criteria and reasons for denials of plan benefits. This frustration has been particularly true for consumers of managed mental health care services. There is a substantial body of case law illustrating
consumer and provider litigation involving managed mental health organizations around this issue of denials of plan benefits (Rosenbaum, Kamoie, Mauery, & Walitt, 2003). To alleviate this backlash, Sabin and Daniels (2001) suggest that private sector managed mental health plans should expand consumer-directed principles to the same level as public sector plans to increase the visibility of their accountability. This visibility will create a legitimacy that reflects the influence consumers have on the quality of managed care practices and policies. Due to increased Federal and State mental health parity legislation and managed care consumer protection regulations, the backlash may be (for the moment at least) quelled (Kremer & Gesten, 2003).

Summary of the Literature: Public sector managed mental health care systems represent the broadest and most diverse examples of incorporating consumer-directed principles in the development, implementation, and monitoring of benefit design and service delivery. The private sector primarily has focused on the use of consumer satisfaction surveys, and grievances and appeals systems to monitor and provide input of consumer feedback for corporate improvements. A few authors have noted that expanded use of consumer-directed principles in private sector plans that mirror the public sector could serve to increase consumer satisfaction.
A. Financial Risk Sharing in Managed Mental Health Care Services

Question: Should financial risk sharing be used in managed mental health care? If so, what is the best way to effectively manage financial risk in managed mental health care, and under what circumstances and in which settings are various techniques most appropriate and efficient?

Answer: Unclear. The literature on public sector systems, though limited to individual case studies, indicates that risk sharing with providers in the form of case-mix adjusted case rates or soft capitation should be used to encourage appropriate, safe, and clinically effective use of managed mental health services. The quantitative literature for the private sector on this topic is extremely limited.

1. Overview of Risk-Sharing Approaches in Managed Mental Health Care

There are primarily two types of contracts in managed mental health care that can involve the sharing of risk for the costs of care for persons with mental health conditions:

1. Contracts between purchasers (e.g., a private sector corporation, a State Medicaid agency, or a general services MCO) and MBHOs; and
2. Contracts between MBHOs and their networks of mental health care providers, including individual and group practices.

Tables 7 and 8 provide an overview of the common terminology and features for each of these two types of contracts. The types of approaches are shown by the level of risk the contracting parties assume or share in managing costs for providing mental health care services.

Each of these approaches potentially influences behaviors of MBHOs and providers. Tables 9 and 10 provide a general overview of the issues and effects of each type of risk-sharing approach identified in the literature.

In general, private sector companies (particularly those that self-insure) that contract directly with MBHOs (separately from their MCO contracts) in a carve-out arrangement more frequently use an administrative services only approach. MCOs that contract with MBHOs more frequently use a soft capitation approach (Feldman, 1998; Frank, Huskamp, McGuire, & Newhouse, 1996; Garnick et al., 2001; Horgan et al., 2003; Mihalik & Scherer, 1998). As of 2002, 18 State Medicaid agencies carved out mental health services from their general Medicaid managed care contracts and employed a variety of contracting arrangements with different organizations, including fee-for-service and various capitation arrangements (Frank, Conti, & Goldman, 2005). MBHOs use a variety of risk-sharing provider agreements across plans; however, negotiated fee-for-service agreements are much more commonly used than agreements that transfer more risk to the provider (Mihalik & Scherer, 1998; Schlesinger, Wynia, & Cummins, 2000; Sturm, 1999).
ASO. This was due primarily to the “reputation effect.” The MBHO was a relatively new company that achieved better-than-expected results, which enhanced its ability to renew the contract and to bid on new contracts (Ma & McGuire, 1998). A related study of the same contracting arrangement found that decreases in spending were achieved by shifting facility-based care to outpatient settings; however, persons with severe illnesses, such as unipolar depression

### Table 7. Risk-Sharing Approaches for Managed Mental Health Care: Contracts Between Purchasers and MBHOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk-Sharing Approach</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capitation (MBHO assumes full risk)</td>
<td>MBHO agrees to cover all mental health services for a prepaid amount for an entire covered population and bears all financial risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Capitation (MBHO assumes partial risk)</td>
<td>MBHO is contracted to manage benefits within an established profit-and-loss margin. If costs of claims exceed the contracted amount, the MBHO is responsible for losses only up to an established percentage amount. If costs of claims are below an established amount, MBHO retains profits for up to a predetermined percentage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Services Only (MBHO assumes no actuarial risk)</td>
<td>MBHO provides utilization management and assumes no financial risk associated with claims costs. MBHO realizes profits when the differential between the contracted total ASO fees received is less than the cost of conducting utilization management overall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASO Plus Performance Bonus Arrangements (MBHO assumes no actuarial risk, but performance incentives are available)</td>
<td>MBHO provides utilization management and assumes no financial risk associated with claims costs. In addition to potential business profits possible as an ASO, MBHO can receive performance bonuses contingent upon meeting predetermined performance goals related to utilization management.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### Table 8. Risk-Sharing Approaches for Managed Mental Health Care: Contracts Between MBHOs and Providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk-Sharing Approach</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capitation (provider assumes full risk)</td>
<td>MBHO pays providers a fixed payment, typically “per member per month” (PMPM) for delivery of services to defined populations. Provider assumes risk for managing costs across his or her own patient population covered by the plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Rates (provider assumes partial risk)</td>
<td>MBHO pays providers fixed sums to provide care for individual patients for a specified treatment or period of time. May be adjusted for severity of illness. May include stop-loss provisions that limit providers’ losses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Rate Withholds (provider assumes partial risk)</td>
<td>MBHO contracts with providers and withholds a percentage of a case-rate payment until aggregate utilization performance for members treated by the provider panel is determined for a given period of time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2. **Effects of Risk-Sharing Arrangements in Private Sector Managed Mental Health Care**

Only a few studies or reports quantitatively describe the types and effects of risk arrangements used in private sector managed mental health care. Results of a 1998 quantitative study of an ASO carve-out contracting arrangement with an MBHO to provide services to State employees found that the arrangement reduced costs much more than would have been expected when using an ASO. This was due primarily to the “reputation effect.” The MBHO was a relatively new company that achieved better-than-expected results, which enhanced its ability to renew the contract and to bid on new contracts (Ma & McGuire, 1998). A related study of the same contracting arrangement found that decreases in spending were achieved by shifting facility-based care to outpatient settings; however, persons with severe illnesses, such as unipolar depression
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or substance abuse, were affected more negatively than others by restricting their access to facility-based care (Huskamp, 1998).

One of the potential effects of the MBHO passing financial risk to providers by using case-rate payments is that providers may seek to reduce costs by limiting visits. A study of one such arrangement found that, compared to patients enrolled in a fee-for-service plan, patients enrolled in an MBHO that used case-rate provider payments had fewer outpatient visits. The case-rate patients were more likely to receive medications and to be referred to self-help groups or community mental health centers (Rosenthal, 1999).

A quantitative study published in 2000 analyzed 87 mental health carve-out plans offered by 49 employers, directly contracted with the same MBHO. Although one of the study limitations noted by the author was that it used only one MBHO, the first major finding was that the type of risk arrangement had no effect on access to care or probability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk-Sharing Approach</th>
<th>Potential Issues and Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Capitation (MBHO assumes full risk) | • MBH0 can maximize profits with aggressive utilization management or incur losses with inadequate utilization management.  
• There is a tension between MBHO's financial interest and ensuring access to care.  
• Overly aggressive MBHO utilization management may result in denial of services to patients who need them, particularly those with need for high-cost services.  
• MBHO market competition drives contract bid prices down—a low-bid MBHO that wins contract, in the face of inadequate risk models to accurately estimate capitation payment level, may not be able to provide services within negotiated capitation rate. |
| Soft Capitation (MBHO assumes partial risk) | • MBHO utilization management is tied to profits, although less so than with full-risk capitation.  
• Profit incentives are better aligned with utilization management—MBHO has less incentive to implement aggressive utilization controls.  
• Any savings from reduced utilization primarily benefit the purchaser.  
• A portion of the soft capitation amount can be tied to specific performance objectives related to accessibility and quality of care.  
• Purchasers can elicit bids from more MBHOs since risk is shared (depending on market presence).  
• Determination of the appropriate percentage margin above or below which MBHO may realize profits or losses may be difficult due to inadequate risk models upon which the margin can be based. |
| Administrative Services Only (ASO) (MBHO assumes no actuarial risk) | • Removes MBHO profit incentive tied to actuarial costs of utilization, thus reducing potential for inappropriate service denials. |
| ASO Plus Performance Bonus Arrangements (MBHO assumes no actuarial risk but ASO performance incentives are available) | • Removes MBHO profit incentive tied to actuarial costs of utilization, thus reducing potential for inappropriate service denials.  
• Removes potential for underutilization of services when MBHO receives bonuses in a stepwise fashion within performance brackets, which lead to better balance in utilization of services. |

of any inpatient care, and mixed effects on outpatient care. The second major finding was that costs per user, particularly inpatient users, were significantly lower under risk arrangements, indicating that high-cost users were likely experiencing stricter utilization controls (Sturm, 2000). A study published in 2001 represents the first large-scale analysis of the frequency of the types of risk-sharing agreements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk-Sharing Approach</th>
<th>Potential Issues and Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capitation (provider assumes full risk)</td>
<td>• Provider’s profit depends on expending less money on the capitated population than is received in the capitation fee. Provider must have a sufficient member volume to adequately manage costs of high and low service users within the assigned population. MBHOs employ restricted networks of providers to establish a fixed PMPM and guarantee a member volume to providers. • Provider may be motivated to overly restrict utilization of services. • Capitation rates are rarely adjusted for case-mix risk profile of provider’s assigned panel of members. • Providers may be permitted to offer more creative services not otherwise covered in a fee-for-service system (e.g., telepsychiatry or substituting inpatient hospitalization with partial hospitalization or residential treatment).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Rates (provider assumes partial risk)</td>
<td>• Rates may vary by complexity of condition or exclude specific diagnoses. • Providers’ and MBHOs’ financial incentives are aligned. • Use of case-adjusted payment based on past utilization data, severity of illness, average treatment-seeking behavior, and treatment options permits calculation of model of average treatment expenses. • When tied to time period (e.g., 12 months), this approach removes motivation to undertreat for financial gain in the short-term by balancing current treatment with longer-term needs. • Provider profits are contingent on effective management of costs of treatment needs of those patients who require more care compared with those who require less. • This approach may include stop-loss provisions to limit provider’s risk. • Lack of accurate available information needed to calculate a risk-adjusted case rate may inhibit ability to manage costs of persons with multiple and/or complex needs. • Rates typically are calculated with assumption that a team of professionals from different disciplines will provide treatment, and thus rates may be low when compared to fees paid to doctoral-level professionals. • Viability more likely in areas where there are sufficient numbers of patients to guarantee sufficient volume across which costs are managed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Rate Withholds (provider assumes partial risk)</td>
<td>• Provider’s receipt of withhold payment is tied to some measures of utilization, often in conjunction with meeting other performance measures. • This approach may be structured to compare a provider’s performance with others in the provider panel, with a larger portion of the withhold awarded to “best” providers. • Fears of undertreatment of patients may be raised as MBHOs may not have adequate outcome assessment mechanisms to define performance improvement to include patient improvement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

between MCOs and MBHOs, although it did not report on the effects of risk arrangements on health outcomes or financial distributions. This analysis of survey data obtained in 1999 of 434 MCOs in 60 market areas found that MCOs transferred risk to MBHOs to varying degrees, primarily in the form of partial risk as found in a soft capitation arrangement. With the exception of MBHOs organized as preferred provider organizations, most of the contracts included many performance standards, although they were rarely tied to specific financial incentives (Garnick et al., 2001).

3. Effects of Risk-Sharing Arrangements in Public Sector Managed Mental Health Care

The body of literature that describes risk-sharing arrangements in the public sector, focused on State Medicaid managed care programs that carve out mental health services from their general Medicaid fee-for-service or managed care programs, is more extensive than that described above for the private sector. State Medicaid managed care programs that have been studied include Florida, Massachusetts, Oregon, and Tennessee. It is often difficult to differentiate between effects caused by the carve-out design approach itself and the different risk-sharing techniques utilized in them (Coleman et al., 2005). The information available is derived from qualitative case studies of individual State-managed Medicaid mental health programs.

Despite the limitations that arise when conducting large-scale analyses of risk arrangements for many highly variable State programs, the following are common themes related to risk sharing:

1. Setting capitation rates is a difficult task due to the frequent unavailability or lack of appropriate information in State utilization data collection systems that allow for reliable calculations of past utilization by severity of illness. In light of the significant and sometimes unpredictable costs incurred with coverage of pharmaceuticals, pharmacy benefits should be excluded from the capitation rate and managed separately (Chang et al., 1998; Hoag, Wooldridge, & Thornton, 2000; Holahan, Rangarajan, & Schirmer, 1999; Leslie, Rosenheck, & White, 2000; Okunade & Chang, 1998; Ridgely, Mulkern, Giard, & Shern, 2002; Ross, 2000; Stroup, 1997; Young, Sullivan, Murata, Sturm, & Koegel, 1998);

2. States vary in whether they include existing providers such as community mental health centers. The ability of safety net providers to manage financial risk can result in contract difficulties (Okunade & Chang, 1998; Ridgely, Giard, & Shern, 1999; Ridgely, Mulkern, Giard, & Shern, 2002); and

3. Full capitation with no shared risk or soft capitation with inappropriate shared risk appears to increase the potential for persons with severe mental illnesses to have problems accessing higher intensity treatment services such as inpatient or residential care (Hutchinson & Foster, 2003; Kapur, Young, Murata, Sullivan, & Koegel, 1999; Manning, Liu, Stoner, Gray, & Popkin, 1999; Morrissey, Stroup, Ellis, & Merwin, 2002; Samuels, 1997).

Summary of the Literature: The potential issues and effects that may be encountered when designing various risk-sharing arrangements for managed mental health care have been discussed generally in the literature. For public sector managed mental health systems, the existing literature that examines the actual effects on persons with mental health
treatment needs, providers, and State public mental health system design and financing has focused on experiences in a small number of States. Given the inherent differences of State Medicaid and mental health delivery systems, the findings of these studies are not easily generalizable. Additional research in both the private and public sectors is needed to better inform purchasers about the relative effects of different risk-sharing approaches to make choices about system design and purchasing decisions.

B. Blending and Braiding Funding Streams in Managed Mental Health Care

Question: Should funding streams from multiple public and private sector payors of managed mental health care services be combined? If so, is blending or braiding a better way to combine these funding streams, and what are the requirements for their long-term success?

Answer: Yes. Several evaluations (largely based on expert opinion) of systems that use multiple funding sources have found that respondents believe that combining multiple funding streams across service sectors using blending or braiding techniques is a desirable way to overcome fragmented multiple mental health treatment systems. Further, respondents believe that braiding funds, rather than blending them, allows better tracking and accountability for each agency’s financial and programmatic contributions. Combining funding in these ways enhances flexibility to provide access to a coordinated array of mental health, medical, and social services that result in better outcomes. Successful approaches are characterized by involving stakeholders early in the planning process, obtaining leadership commitment, and implementing ongoing monitoring systems for financial and outcomes accountability.

1. Definitions of “Blending” and “Braiding” Funding Streams

Although the goals of both blending and braiding funding streams are essentially the same, the two are different in the manner in which they are structured and managed.

With blended funding streams, funds from multiple sources (e.g., Medicaid, mental health, child welfare, and education) are combined into a single pool that is used to pay providers. Essentially, blended funding combines funds at the “front end” by first combining funds from multiple sources into a single pool. An often-cited example of a blended funding approach is Wraparound Milwaukee in Milwaukee County, Wisconsin.

With braided funding streams, the funds from various sources are not pooled into a single account; rather, a separate administrative entity such as a fiscal agent monitors and tracks the relative distribution of the levels of each participating agency’s responsibility for treatment service delivery and then authorizes payment to providers. Thus, braided funding combines funds at the “back end,” when payments to providers are made (Flynn & Hayes, 2003; Koyanagi, 2003a; Koyanagi, 2003b). An often-cited example of a braided funding approach is the Dawn Project in Marion County, Indiana (Koyanagi, 2003a; Pires, 2002).

2. Rationales for Blending or Braiding Funding Streams

There are many Federal, State, local, and private sector funding streams that have been developed over the years that include resources for paying for mental health treatment services. Each funding source has its
be “bridged” to provide for their most effective and efficient use. The use of blended or braided financing mechanisms represents a way to bridge these boundaries by providing centralized points of expertise and accountability to better manage financial resources across service sectors (California Center for Research on Women & Families [CCRWF], 2001; Flynn & Hayes, 2003; Koyanagi, 2003a). The benefits of such an approach, as documented in evaluations of ongoing programs that use pooled funding streams, include—

- Identifying and filling gaps in services;
- Eliminating duplicative services;
- Increasing flexibility in the use of existing and expanded services; and

3. Considerations Regarding Whether to Blend or Braid Funding Streams

The research approach taken in describing and evaluating pooled funding streams was predominantly based on qualitative methods such as interviews with key stakeholder experts in sites that have implemented this financing approach, site visits, and document analyses. Authors then compared and contrasted findings across sites to identify common themes, challenges, and successes. These reports described the pros and cons of pooling funding streams in general, and then, once pooled, distinguished between blending or braiding of funds and the respective programmatic and financial issues that sites have identified and techniques deployed to address them.

Analyses that have evaluated pooled funding systems report that the choice of whether...

own requirements for which services are provided and who is eligible to provide and receive them. In addition to private sector health insurance, public sector examples include Medicaid, SCHIP, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), child welfare, juvenile justice, education, social services, maternal and child health, and State and local mental health programs, each of which is governed by different statutory and regulatory requirements (Burns, Costello, Angold, & Tweed, 1995; Hodges, Nesman, & Hernandez, 1998; Koyanagi, 2003b; Pires, 2002).

One of the effects of these multiple sources of funding has been the development of a generally fragmented service delivery system. This system is often confusing and difficult to navigate for children with mental health care needs and their families. There is widespread recognition that the successful treatment of SEDs among children and adolescents requires access to comprehensive, integrated, and coordinated community-based services that include not only mental health care services, but also medical and social support services (Hanson, Deere, Lee, Lewin, & Seval, 2001; Koppelman, 2004; Seltzer, 2003; Stroul, Pires, Armstrong, & Zaro, 2002).

Beginning in the late 1980s, States and localities developed holistic approaches to creating more seamless delivery systems that are founded on a “system of care” concept. This concept emphasizes availability of an array of services, individualized care, services provided in the least restrictive environment, full participation of families, coordination among child-serving agencies and programs, and cultural competence (Stroul, 2002; SAMHSA, 2005).

The financial boundaries and requirements of the many available funding sources must...
to blend or braid funding streams involves several considerations, including—

- How State agencies are organized and financed;
- Stakeholders’ willingness to collaborate; and
- The costs of creating an expert management information system that can accurately track all expenditures and ensure that all legal requirements contained in funding authorities are met.

Blending funding streams may require overcoming reluctance on the part of agency heads who, through pooling of funds, may feel that they are losing control over how their funds, for which they are accountable, will be spent. Thus, the amounts they may be willing to offer may be lower than what could be achieved through a braided funding approach that retains more individual agency control. Braiding funding streams requires developing and financing a complex and potentially expensive fiscal monitoring system to ensure a single point of accountability for assessing appropriate delivery of services and allocations of costs across funding streams (Crowell, DelliQuadri, & Austin, 1995; Hodges, Nesman, & Hernandez, 1998; Koyanagi, 2003a; Koyanagi & Feres-Merchant, 2000; O’Brien, 1997; Orland & Foley, 1996; Pires, 2002; Potter & Mulkern, 2004).

4. **Blending or Braiding Funding Streams: Key Elements for Success**

In both blended and braided funding approaches, there are several key elements that support their successful creation and implementation. Figure 8 summarizes these common themes and recommendations as identified in numerous studies and evaluations in the literature.

**Summary of the Literature:** The nature of the literature regarding the use of pooled funding streams is primarily qualitative evaluations based on interviews with key stakeholder experts, by conducting site visits, administering surveys, and document content analyses. Blending or braiding multiple funding streams across service sectors is a desirable way to (1) overcome fragmented multiple mental health treatment systems; and (2) enhance flexibility to provide access to a coordinated array of mental health, medical, and social services that result in better outcomes for children and families with mental health needs. Both approaches require a high level of collaboration and coordination among stakeholders. Merging funds in these ways also requires the development of sophisticated financial and health outcomes monitoring systems to document adherence to fiscal and legal integrity requirements, as well as to document improvements in health status and system viability.
Figure 8. Summary of Key Elements and Recommendations for Blending and Braiding Funding Streams for Comprehensive Mental Health Care Services

1. Presence of key leadership that has the authority, and takes responsibility, for initiating and implementing programmatic changes and for fostering a collaborative environment.
2. Involvement of a wide range of stakeholders, including agency staff, providers, child and family mental health advocacy organizations, and families themselves.
3. Development of a detailed inventory of all available funding streams with a clear understanding of their legal requirements regarding which services are covered, who is eligible to receive and provide them, and data-reporting mandates.
4. Creation of interagency agreements that clearly detail the roles and responsibilities of each agency involved in blending or braiding funds. This includes their levels of financial and service delivery commitment, allocation of management responsibilities, the decision to blend or braid, how cost allocations will be determined and monitored, and reporting mechanisms to communicate results and issues that need to be resolved.
5. Development of a detailed needs assessment that specifies which services are needed for which persons, which services are in place and which need to be created, cost estimates of the number of persons/services to be provided, and how utilization will be monitored.
6. Establishment of meaningful performance measures and quality improvement systems that include health outcomes as a primary measure, delineating any financial incentives or penalties tied to performance. Measures demonstrating cost effectiveness are important, as well as measures that track the results of the blended or braided approach systematically.
7. Development of contingency plans to ensure continuation of services when funding streams change or are reduced, as well as ongoing efforts to identify new funding sources, such as private foundation grants.
8. Allocation of responsibilities for the administrative overhead costs entailed in creating a tracking system, including staff training in new reporting procedures.
9. Development of reporting mechanisms that provide meaningful results for enlisting and maintaining support from key political and community leaders.
10. Investments in cross-agency information infrastructures to facilitate informed collaborations among all stakeholders.
11. In initiatives that involve the use of Medicaid funds under Sections 1115, 1915(b), or 1915(c) waivers, involvement of collaborating agencies from the beginning in development of proposals to demonstrate cost-sharing responsibilities and uses of funds.

Conclusions

This focused review of the literature on managed mental health care has documented many studies published over the last 15 years that have demonstrated how the use of managed care techniques for mental health service delivery improves access to services and saves money for private and public sector purchasers. These studies most often show that improved access and cost savings are typically associated with providing treatment to persons with mild to moderate mental health conditions, such as depression or anxiety, who can be successfully treated on an outpatient basis, both with and without use of psychopharmaceuticals. The few studies identified that involved children with SEDs and adults with SPMIs and the effects of managed mental health care on racial and ethnic minorities indicate that these populations have experienced problems accessing mental health treatments, particularly in inpatient and residential settings.

The literature also reflects a great variety of studies aimed at evaluating the benefits and drawbacks of carving in or carving out managed mental health services. In addition to documenting that the carve-out model is presently the predominant form of mental health services organization in managed care settings, these studies have noted the importance of implementing and monitoring care coordination standards between the medical and mental health sectors to ensure comprehensive care, particularly for persons with more severe mental illnesses. In addition, experts in child mental health who have conducted evaluations of systems designed to address the needs of children with SEDs are virtually unanimous in their support of the carve-out design for mental health services that are supported by effective interagency agreements across service delivery sectors.

While there is general agreement in the literature on the importance and clinical desirability of coordinating primary care and mental health services and coordinating mental health and substance abuse services, very little has been published that quantitatively documents effective ways to do so specifically in managed mental health settings. In particular, studies that could quantitatively measure improvements in health outcomes for persons with co-occurring MH/SA disorders would contribute greatly to expanding the case for instituting contractual stipulations and reimbursements for provision of such care. In addition, increasing numbers of studies regarding the use of evidence-based standards and provision of preventive mental health services have documented their financial and clinical desirability.
The literature presents mixed results on the effects of various risk-sharing arrangements for both providers and consumers of managed mental health care. While some authors recommend the use of soft capitation or risk-adjusted case rates with withholds, others caution that risk sharing may provide financial incentives to inappropriately restrict access to high-cost, intensive services needed by persons with SPMIs. Several authors have noted that ongoing monitoring of the ways in which risk sharing affects provider performance and mental health outcomes is needed, adding that traditional safety net, community-based providers (who quite often treat persons with SPMIs) face particular challenges in their ability to manage financial risk.

Finally, the literature regarding pooling of funding streams across multiple systems serving the mental health, physical health, social, and educational needs of children and their families indicates that such pooling is a desirable way to improve flexibility of both funding and service delivery. The choice of whether to blend or braid these funds at the system level is influenced by many factors, including willingness to collaborate, and ability to track accountability for appropriate expenditures of funds and tie them to achievement of desirable outcomes. It should be noted that almost all of the literature on pooling funding is based on qualitative analyses of interviews and site visits with key stakeholder experts.
IX.

Research Gaps

Based upon this focused review of the literature regarding managed mental health care, there are several topic areas that would benefit from additional research. In particular, rigorously designed quantitative studies utilizing longitudinal designs that involve diverse demographics, mental health conditions, and treatment settings would provide vitally needed information for purchasers, providers, consumers, and policymakers. These topic areas include—

1. The effects of managed mental health care on access to care for persons with SPMIs such as schizophrenia and bipolar depression, as well as access for racial and ethnic minorities. Research is particularly needed for the private sector.

2. Measures of the short- and long-term cost effectiveness of the delivery of managed mental health care services across different delivery systems and for patients with varying levels of severity of illness.

3. Identification, definition, and measurement of potential harm that may occur by the use of managed mental health care techniques on various populations, especially as evidenced by effects on mental health status and functioning.

4. Definitions of appropriate end-points to reliably measure mental health outcomes across different delivery systems, whether fee-for-service or managed care.

5. Ongoing evaluations of the advantages and disadvantages of carve-in and carve-out designs, with a focus on consumers’ and providers’ ability to access a coordinated, comprehensive array of services.

6. The measurable effects on health outcomes of contractually requiring coordination of primary care and mental health care services, as well as coordination of mental health and substance abuse services.

7. With growing recognition of the value of preventive mental health services, effective ways purchasers can build them into mental health care delivery systems to demonstrate return on investment and improved outcomes.

8. The effects of including evidence-based medicine standards for mental health care services in managed care settings as they relate to provider practice, costs, and health outcomes.

9. Research into increased adoption of consumer-directed care principles in private sector managed mental health services.

10. The effects of various risk-sharing financial arrangements for man-
aged mental health services as related to implications for costs, provider practice, and access to care.

11. The effects of blending or braiding funds pooled from multiple Federal, State, and local agencies that have various mental service delivery responsibilities. (Use of formal program evaluation approaches would be particularly helpful in this area.)
Appendix

Experts Interviewed

- Allen Daniels, University of Cincinnati Department of Psychiatry
- Richard Dougherty, Dougherty Management Associates
- William Ford, Health Systems Research, Inc.
- Sandra Forquer, Comprehensive NeuroSciences, Inc.
- Pamela Greenberg, American Managed Behavioral Health Association
- Ron Honberg, National Alliance for the Mentally Ill
- Edward Jones, PacifiCare Behavioral Health
- Kathryn Kotula, National Association of State Medicaid Directors
- Ted Lutterman, National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors
- Sheila Pires, Human Service Collaborative, Inc.
- David Shern, Florida Mental Health Institute
- Joyce West, American Psychiatric Association, Practice Research Network

Note: These experts spoke from the perspective of their individual professional expertise and not on behalf of their organizations.

Glossary

Access
The extent to which an individual who needs care and services is able to receive them. Access is more than having insurance coverage or the ability to pay for services. It is also determined by the availability of services, acceptability of services, cultural appropriateness, location, hours of operation, transportation needs, and cost.

Accreditation
An official decision made by a recognized organization that a health care plan, network, or other delivery system complies with applicable standards.

Administrative Services Organization (ASO)
A health care organization that provides administrative support services only for a self-funded plan or startup MCO.

Adverse Selection
A tendency for utilization of health services in a population group to be higher than average. From an insurance perspective, adverse selection occurs when persons with poorer-than-average life expectancy or health status apply for, or continue, insurance coverage to a greater extent than do persons with average or better health expectations.
**Behavioral Health Care**
Continuum of services for individuals at risk of, or suffering from, mental, addictive, or other behavioral health disorders.

**Beneficiary**
A person certified as eligible for health care services. A beneficiary may be a dependent or a subscriber.

**Benefit Package**
Services covered by a health insurance plan and the financial terms of such coverage. These include cost, limitation on the amounts of services, and annual or lifetime spending limits.

**Capitation**
A method for payment to health care providers that is common or targeted in most managed care arenas. Unlike the older fee-for-service arrangement, in which the provider is paid per procedure, capitation involves a prepaid amount per month to the provider per covered member, usually expressed as a PMPM (per-member-per-month) fee. The provider is then responsible for providing all contracted services required by members of that group during that month for the fixed fee, regardless of the actual charges incurred. In such an arrangement, the provider is now at risk, picking up risk that the payor or employer used to have exclusively in fee-for-service or indemnity arrangements.

**Carve-In**
A generic term that refers to any of a continuum of joint efforts between clinicians and service providers; also used specifically to refer to health care delivery and financing arrangements in which all covered benefits (e.g., behavioral and general health care) are administered and funded by an integrated system.

**Carve-Out**
A health care delivery and financing arrangement in which certain specific health care services that are covered benefits (e.g., behavioral health care) are administered and funded separately from general health care services. The carve-out is typically done through separate contracting or subcontracting for services to the special population.

**Case Management**
A system requiring that a single individual in the provider organization is responsible for arranging and approving all devices needed under the contract embraced by employers, mental health authorities, and insurance companies to ensure that individuals receive appropriate, reasonable health care services.

**Case Mix**
The overall clinical diagnostic profile of a defined population, which influences intensity, cost, and scope of health care services typically provided.

**Case Rate**
A flat fee paid for a patient’s treatment based on the diagnosis and/or presenting problem. For this fee, the provider covers all of the services the patient requires for a specific period of time. Also referred to as “bundled rate” or “flat fee-per-case.” Very often used as an intervening step prior to capitation. Diagnostic Related Groups (DRGs) are an example of a case rate.

**Claim**
A request by an individual (or his or her provider) to that individual’s insurance company to pay for services obtained from a health care professional.
Continuum of Care
A term that implies a progression of services that a patient moves through, usually one service at a time. More recently, it has come to mean comprehensive services. Also see System of Care and Wraparound Services.

Coordinated Services
Child-serving organizations that talk with the family and agree upon a plan of care that meets the child’s needs. These organizations can include mental health, education, juvenile justice, and child welfare. Case management is necessary to coordinate services. Also see Family-Centered Services and Wraparound Services.

Copayment
The portion of the covered health care cost that the insured person has the responsibility to pay, usually as a fixed fee for a specific service type (e.g., $10 per doctor visit).

Cost-Based Reimbursement
Method of reimbursement in which third parties pay providers for services provided based upon the documented costs of providing that service.

Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA)
A systematic method for valuing over time the monetary costs and consequences of producing and consuming substance abuse program services. Results from a CBA are often provided in terms of a net present value figure, which shows the difference in inflation-adjusted, discounted costs and benefits of the program in today’s dollars or in the dollars of a base year of interest. Results may also be shown in terms of an internal rate of return or a benefit-cost ratio. The data are used in determining the content of a benefit package.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (CEA)
A systematic method for valuing over time the monetary costs and nonmonetary consequences of producing and consuming substance abuse program services. Results from a CEA are often shown in terms of total costs and total levels of effectiveness (e.g., total quality-adjusted life-years saved or total numbers of substance abuse cases avoided), or in terms of cost per unit of effectiveness. These data are used by employers to determine contents of a benefit package.

Cost Sharing
Health insurance practice that requires the insured person to pay some portion of covered expenses (e.g., deductibles, coinsurance, and copayments) in an attempt to control utilization.

Cost Shifting
Charging one group of patients more to make up for underpayment by others.

Credentialing
The process of reviewing a practitioner’s credentials, i.e., training, experience, or demonstrated ability, for the purpose of determining if criteria for clinical privileging are met.

Cultural Competence
Help that is sensitive and responsive to cultural differences. Caregivers are aware of the impact of culture and possess skills to help provide services that respond appropriately to a person’s unique cultural differences, including race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, age, gender, sexual orientation, or physical disability. Caregivers also adapt their skills to fit a family’s values and customs.

Deductible
The amount an individual must pay for health care expenses before insurance (or a
self-insured company) begins to pay its contract share. Often insurance plans are based on yearly deductible amounts.

**Disease Management Programs**
Comprehensive, integrated programs for managing patients’ disease conditions. These programs usually target specific disease conditions for which there are effective, evidence-based practice guidelines and are designed for diseases such as depression, diabetes, arthritis, hypertension, and heart disease.

**Drug Formulary**
The list of prescription drugs for which a particular health plan will pay. Formularies are either “closed,” including only certain drugs, or “open,” including all drugs. Both types of formularies typically impose a cost scale, requiring consumers to pay more for certain brands or types of drugs. Many State Medicaid programs have preferred drug lists (PDLs) on which they list prescription drugs as either preferred or non-preferred, and they require prior authorization before reimbursing for non-preferred drugs.

**Early Intervention**
Identifying persons at high risk prior to their having a serious consequence, or persons at high risk who have had limited serious consequences, related to substance use on the job, or having a significant personal, economic, legal, or health/mental health consequence, and providing these persons at high risk with appropriate counseling, treatment, education, or other intervention.

**Employee Assistance Plan or Program (EAP)**
Resources provided by employers either as part of, or separate from, employer-sponsored health plans. EAPs typically provide preventive care measures, various health care screenings, and/or wellness activities.

**Evidence-Based Standards**
“The explicit, judicious, and conscientious use of current best evidence from health care research in decisions about the care of individuals and populations. Grades of the quality of evidence are based on several notions, the most elementary of which are as follows. First, studies that take more precautions to minimize the risk of bias (for example, through using reliable and valid measures of health care outcomes) are more likely to reveal useful truths than those that take fewer precautions. Second, studies based on patient populations that more closely resemble those that exist in usual clinical practice are more likely to provide valid and useful information for clinical practice than studies based on organisms in test tubes, creatures in cages, very select human populations, or unachievable clinical circumstances (such as extra staff to provide intensive follow-up, far beyond the resources in usual clinical settings). Third, studies that measure clinical outcomes that are more important to patients (e.g., mortality, morbidity, and quality of life, rather than liver enzymes and serum electrolytes) are more likely to provide evidence that is important to both practitioners and patients.” (Source: Haynes, R. Brian (2002). What kind of evidence is it that evidence-based medicine advocates want health care providers and consumers to pay attention to? BMC Health Services Research, 2:3. http://www.biomedcentral.com/1472-6963/2/3)

**Exclusive Provider Organization (EPO)**
An EPO functions much as an HMO functions. The primary difference is that an EPO is not governed by Federal legislation, and the range of covered benefits may differ from
that of an HMO, generally offering less in the way of well-care benefits. The advantages and disadvantages of an EPO are the same as for an HMO. EPOs are governed by State legislation, which is not as strict as Federal legislation, and are allowed only in States that have passed legislation that permits them to exist. Many insurance companies that do not have an HMO have formed an EPO to allow them to compete for more employer groups who want to be able to offer a wide range of health option choices to their employees. (Source: http://www.lymphomation.org/insurance-terms.htm)

Fee for Service
A type of health care plan under which health care providers are paid for individual medical services rendered.

Gatekeeper
Primary care physician or local agency responsible for coordinating and managing the health care needs of members. Generally, in order for specialty services such as mental health and hospital care to be covered, the gatekeeper must first approve the referral.

Group Model HMO
A health care model involving contracts with physicians organized as a partnership, professional corporation, or other association. The health plan compensates the medical group for contracted services at a negotiated rate, and that group is responsible for compensating its physicians and contracting with hospitals for care of their patients.

Health Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS®)
A set of HMO performance measures that are maintained by the National Committee for Quality Assurance. HEDIS® data are collected annually and provide an informational resource for the public on issues of health plan quality.

Health Maintenance Organization (HMO)
An organized system of health care that provides a comprehensive range of health care services to a voluntarily enrolled population in a geographic area on a primarily prepaid and fixed periodic basis. An HMO contracts with health care providers (e.g., physicians, hospitals, and other health professionals). Plan members are required to use participating providers for all health services. Model types include staff, group practice, network, and individual practice associations. Under the Federal HMO Act, an entity must have three characteristics to call itself an HMO: (1) an organized system for providing people health care services, (2) an agreed-upon set of basic and supplemental health and treatment services, and (3) a voluntarily enrolled group of people.

Indicated Prevention
A strategy designed for persons who are identified as having minimal but detectable signs or symptoms or precursors of some illness or condition, but whose condition is below the threshold of a formal diagnosis of the condition.

Managed Behavioral Health Care
Any of a variety of strategies to control behavioral health (i.e., mental health and substance abuse) costs while ensuring quality care and appropriate utilization. Cost-containment and quality-assurance methods include the formation of preferred provider networks, gatekeeping (or precertification), case management, relapse prevention, retrospective review, claims payment, and others. In many employer-negotiated health plans, behavioral health care is separated from
care available in the rest of the health plan for the separate management of costs and quality of care.

**Managed Behavioral Health Organization (MBHO)**
An organized system of behavioral health care delivery, usually to a defined population or members of HMOs, PPOs, and other managed care structures; also known as a behavioral health carve-out.

**Managed Care Organization (MCO)**
A generic term applied to a managed care plan; may be in the form of an HMO, PPO, PHO, EPO, or other structure.

**Medicaid**
A health insurance assistance program funded by Federal, State, and local monies. It is run by State guidelines and assists low-income persons by paying for most medical expenses.

**Medically Necessary**
Health insurers often specify that, in order to be covered, a treatment or drug must be medically necessary for the consumer. Anything that falls outside of the realm of medical necessity is usually not covered. The plan will use prior authorization and utilization management procedures to determine whether or not the term “medically necessary” is applicable.

**Medical Necessity**
The evaluation of health care services to determine if they are medically appropriate and necessary to meet basic health needs, consistent with the diagnosis or condition, rendered in a cost-effective manner, and consistent with national medical practice guidelines regarding type, frequency, and duration of treatment.

**Medicare**
A Federal insurance program serving the disabled and persons over the age of 65. Most costs are paid via trust funds that beneficiaries have paid into throughout the courses of their lives; small deductibles and some copayments are required.

**Pharmacy Benefit Manager (PBM)**
Third party administrators of prescription drug benefits.

**Physician Hospital Organization (PHO)**
A PHO consists of a hospital and physicians in individual and group practices who are organized for the purpose of contracting with managed care organizations. Several plans may be available that offer the PHO panel of physicians and the participating hospital for inpatient and outpatient services.

(Source: http://www.universityhealth.org/body.cfm?id=37611&oTopID=36857)

**Point-of-Service Plan (POS)**
A modified managed care plan under which members do not have to choose how to receive services until they need them. Members receive coverage at a reduced level if they choose to use a nonnetwork provider.

**Practice Guidelines**
Systematically developed statements to standardize care and to assist in practitioner and patient decisions about the appropriate health care for specific circumstances. Practice guidelines are usually developed through a process that combines scientific evidence of effectiveness with expert opinion. Practice guidelines are also referred to as clinical criteria, protocols, algorithms, review criteria, and guidelines.
Preferred Provider Organization (PPO)
A health plan in which consumers may use any health care provider on a fee-for-service basis. Consumers will be charged more for visiting providers outside of the PPO network than for visiting providers in the network.

Prevention
The public health model of prevention includes primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention. An Institute of Medicine (IOM) committee (1994) set forth another definition in which prevention refers to those interventions that take place before the onset of a disorder. IOM classifies preventive interventions as (1) universal preventive interventions, which target the general public or an entire population not identified on the basis of individual risk, (2) selective preventive interventions, which target populations whose risk of a disorder is significantly higher than average at present or over a lifetime, and (3) indicated preventive interventions, which target high-risk individuals who have minimal but detectable signs or symptoms that may lead to a mental disorder.

Primary Care Case Management (PCCM)
Case management that requires a gatekeeper to coordinate and manage primary care services, referrals, preadmission certification, and other medical or rehabilitative services. The primary advantage of PCCM for Medicaid eligibles is increased access to PCPs while reducing use of hospital outpatient departments and emergency rooms.

Primary Care Physician (or Provider) (PCP)
Physicians with the following specialties: group practice, family practice, internal medicine, obstetrics/gynecology, and pediatrics. The PCP is usually responsible for monitoring an individual's overall medical care and referring the individual to more specialized physicians for additional care.

Prior Authorization
The approval a provider must obtain from an insurer or other entity before furnishing certain health services, particularly inpatient hospital care, in order for the service to be covered under the plan.

Psychoeducation
Information and education about an illness, its diagnosis, common or recommended interventions, as well as opportunities for questions and feedback that are provided to a patient and his/her spouse or family.

Quality Assurance
An approach to improving the quality and appropriateness of medical care and other services. Includes a formal set of activities to review, assess, and monitor care to ensure that identified problems are addressed.

Risk
Possibility that revenues of the insurer will not be sufficient to cover expenditures incurred in the delivery of contractual services. A managed care provider is at risk if actual expenses exceed the payment amount.

Risk Adjustment
The adjustment of premiums to compensate health plans for the risks associated with individuals who are more likely to require costly treatment. Risk adjustment takes into account the health status and risk profile of patients.

Risk Sharing
Situation in which the managed care entity assumes responsibility for services for a specific group, but is protected against unexpected high costs by a prearranged agreement for
higher payments for those individuals who need significantly more costly services.

**Serious Emotional Disturbances (SEDs)**
Diagnosable disorders in children and adolescents that severely disrupt their daily functioning in the home, school, or community. Serious emotional disturbances (SEDs) affect one in 10 young people. These disorders include depression, attention-deficit/hyperactivity, anxiety disorders, conduct disorder, and eating disorders. Pursuant to section 1912(c) of the Public Health Service Act, children with a serious emotional disturbance are persons up to age 18 who currently have or at any time during the last year had a diagnosable mental, behavioral, or emotional disorder of sufficient duration to meet diagnostic criteria specified within DSM-III-R. (Source: Federal Register, Volume 58 No. 96 published Thursday May 20, 1993 pages 29422 through 29425.)

**Serious Mental Illness (SMI)**
Pursuant to section 1912(c) of the Public Health Service Act, adults with serious mental illness SMI are those age 18 and over who currently have or at any time during the past year had a diagnosable mental behavioral or emotional disorder of sufficient duration to meet diagnostic criteria specified within DSM-IV or their ICD-9-CM equivalent (and subsequent revisions) with the exception of DSM-IV “V” codes, substance use disorders, and developmental disorders, which are excluded, unless they co-occur with another diagnosable serious mental illness, which has resulted in functional impairment that substantially interferes with or limits one or more major life activities. (Source: Federal Register, Volume 58 No. 96 published Thursday May 20, 1993 pages 29422 through 29425.)

**State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP)**
Under Title XXI of the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, the availability of health insurance for children with no insurance or for children from low-income families was expanded by the creation of SCHIP. SCHIPs operate as part of a State’s Medicaid program.

**System of Care**
A method of addressing children’s mental health needs. It is developed on the premise that the mental health needs of children, adolescents, and their families can be met within their home, school, and community environments. These systems are also developed around the principles of being child-centered, family-driven, strength-based, and culturally competent, and they involve interagency collaboration.

**Treatment Algorithm**
Decision trees designed to guide providers in a stepwise fashion to make treatment decisions based on evidence- and consensus-based standards. The algorithms are not intended to restrict provider judgment in individual cases, but to allow for flexibility of treatment with different populations who have different illnesses.

**Utilization**
The level of use of a particular service over time.

**Utilization Management (UM)**
The process of evaluating the necessity, appropriateness, and efficiency of health care service. A review coordinator or medical director gathers information about the proposed hospitalization, service, or procedure from the patient and/or providers, then determines whether it meets established guidelines and criteria, which may be writ-
ten or automated protocols approved by the organization. A provider or integrated delivery network that proves it is skilled in UM may negotiate more advantageous pricing, if UM is normally performed by the HMO but could be more effectively passed downward at a savings to the HMO.

Utilization Review (UR)
The evaluation of the medical necessity and the efficiency of health care services prospectively, concurrently, or retrospectively. UR is limited to the physician’s diagnosis, treatment, and billing amount, whereas UM addresses the wider program requirements.

Wraparound Services
Services that address consumers’ total health care needs to achieve health or wellness.

These services “wrap around” core clinical interventions, usually medical. Typical examples include such services as financial support, transportation, housing, job training, specialized treatment, or educational support.

Sources:
National Mental Health Information Center, SAMHSA. “Managed Care Glossary.” Available at: http://www.mentalhealth.samhsa.gov/publications/allpubs/Mc98-70/default.asp.
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Notes


2 “Cost effectiveness” is generally defined as the ratio comparing the results of a health care program or procedure to the direct and indirect net costs of this program or procedure. Ratios greater than 1.0 denote positive cost effectiveness.


7 A “clubhouse” is a daytime program that emphasizes self-help and the work-centered day. Members of the clubhouse carry out all the functions required to run the program with the guidance of staff, some or all of whom may be former consumers of mental health services. Focus is on performance-based outcomes in practical, functional, and work-related skills. See: http://www.mentalhealth.samhsa.gov/cmhs/CommunitySupport/research/toolkits/pn37ch3table1.asp.


